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Page 30
·1· to something a little bit smaller than what they were
·2· adjacent to before, and the next ground is a little
·3· smaller than what was adjacent to it before.· So
·4· there's an existing entitlement, yes.
·5· · · · Q.· ·And that's what -- you got that
·6· understanding you got from staff?
·7· · · · A.· ·Yes.
·8· · · · Q.· ·And who -- who at staff gave you that
·9· understanding?
10· · · · A.· ·Yes.
11· · · · Q.· ·Can you tell me who at staff?
12· · · · A.· ·I cannot.
13· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Did you deal with Peter Lowenstein?
14· · · · A.· ·Yes.
15· · · · Q.· ·Did you deal with Mr. Perrigo?
16· · · · A.· ·Yes.
17· · · · Q.· ·Did you deal with Doug Rankin?
18· · · · A.· ·Yes.
19· · · · · · ·MR. BYRNES:· Are you asking on this matter
20· or on any matter?
21· · · · · · ·MR. BICE:· I should -- I should specify.
22 BY MR. BICE:
23· · · · Q.· ·On this matter, did you deal with Mr.
24· Lowenstein?
25· · · · A.· ·Yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Did you deal with Mr. Rankin?
·2· · · · A.· ·Yes.
·3· · · · Q.· ·Did you deal with Mr. Perrigo?
·4· · · · A.· ·I'm sorry, not Mr. Rankin.
·5· · · · Q.· ·Not Mr. Rankin.· Fair enough.· How about
·6· Mr. Perrigo?
·7· · · · A.· ·Yes.
·8· · · · Q.· ·All right.· Now, you also said that the
·9· homeowners were -- let me try to go back and read
10· your testimony correctly.
11· · · · · · ·You also indicated that the homeowners
12· were suing to slow it down so that there wouldn't be
13· any development in their lifetime?
14· · · · A.· ·Yes, sir.
15· · · · Q.· ·And where did you get that understanding?
16· · · · A.· ·Mr. Binion told me that.
17· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And when did he tell you that?
18· · · · A.· ·At lunch.
19· · · · Q.· ·And when was that, do you know?
20· · · · A.· ·I couldn't -- I don't know the dates.· We
21· had lunch three times, I think.
22· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Did Mr. Binion say that he did not
23· believe that they had valid claims?
24· · · · A.· ·No.
25· · · · Q.· ·Did he indicate to you that he did believe
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·1· that he was going to prevail?
·2· · · · A.· ·No.
·3· · · · Q.· ·Did you discuss anything other than that?
·4· · · · A.· ·Sure.· We had lunch.
·5· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· What did you discuss?
·6· · · · A.· ·Skiing, City stuff.
·7· · · · Q.· ·Anything else?
·8· · · · A.· ·We had lunch, yeah, you discuss many
·9· things in a business lunch.
10· · · · Q.· ·Did you discuss anything else about
11· Queensridge or Badlands?
12· · · · A.· ·That was the point of the lunch.
13· · · · Q.· ·Okay.
14· · · · A.· ·That was his opposition.
15· · · · Q.· ·Can you tell me what else the two of you
16· discussed other than his opposition?
17· · · · A.· ·Not in specific detail.
18· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Well, can you tell me even
19· generally anything else?
20· · · · A.· ·I -- well, I can respond to specific
21· questions.
22· · · · Q.· ·Well, what you're telling me is you
23· specifically recall him saying that he -- they were
24· suing to slow it down, correct?
25· · · · A.· ·Oh, he -- he was -- he was very clear.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· So they were suing to slow it down.
·2· · · · A.· ·There would be no construction during his
·3· lifetime.
·4· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And -- but that's the only thing
·5· you can recall about the meeting?
·6· · · · A.· ·We had a delightful lunch three times and
·7· chatted and talked.
·8· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· But those are the only -- the only
·9· thing that you can recall him saying during that
10· meeting is suing to slow down --
11· · · · A.· ·No, no.· We -- I mean, we talked about the
12· issues and the status of the land and he's a
13· developer and --
14· · · · Q.· ·Then tell me what else was said.
15· · · · A.· ·That was what was said.
16· · · · Q.· ·Nothing else?
17· · · · A.· ·I can respond to specific questions if
18· you'd liked.· I -- I don't believe I have the ability
19· to go back and describe a dialogue word for word.
20· · · · Q.· ·I'm not asking word --
21· · · · A.· ·Okay.· Good.
22· · · · Q.· ·I'm not asking word for word.· I'm asking
23· you to tell me what else was discussed.· So far
24· you've told me --
25· · · · A.· ·The point of the -- the point of the
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·You also indicated that the homeowners
12· were suing to slow it down so that there wouldn't be
13· any development in their lifetime?
14· · · · A.· ·Yes, sir.
15· · · · Q.· ·And where did you get that understanding?
16· · · · A.· ·Mr. Binion told me that.



Page 34
·1· meetings were his home and the land adjacent to it.
·2· · · · Q.· ·And what did you tell him?
·3· · · · A.· ·That I -- a function of law.
·4· · · · Q.· ·What does that mean?
·5· · · · A.· ·That means I can't break the law for his
·6· convenience.
·7· · · · Q.· ·He was asking you to break the law?
·8· · · · A.· ·He was asking to have the City get in the
·9· way of the landowner's rights, yes.
10· · · · Q.· ·And -- and so tell me exactly how he did
11· that.
12· · · · A.· ·I just did.
13· · · · Q.· ·And how's that?
14· · · · A.· ·I'm sorry?
15· · · · Q.· ·How is that, Mr. Beers?
16· · · · A.· ·The law prescribes land use,
17· methodologies, procedures and we follow them, and the
18· City has for more than a hundred years.
19· · · · Q.· ·And what procedures -- what procedures and
20· methodologies was he asking you not to follow?
21· · · · A.· ·Zoning.
22· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And tell me exactly how he asked
23· you not to follow zoning.
24· · · · A.· ·I pretty much did.· I can't tell you
25· exactly.· I don't have that recollection.· But it was
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·1· because he didn't want construction over the next ten
·2· years near his house.
·3· · · · Q.· ·Okay.
·4· · · · A.· ·That was the goal.
·5· · · · Q.· ·That was the goal.
·6· · · · A.· ·That was the point.
·7· · · · Q.· ·Okay.
·8· · · · A.· ·And I said, I can't help you there,
·9· because that land has rights.· It has a land use
10· granted to it by the City Council years and years
11· ago, and I can't go against that because it will cost
12· the City money or the court will just do it anyway,
13· essentially overruling the City Council.
14· · · · Q.· ·And that's what you told Mr. Binion; is
15· that right?
16· · · · A.· ·I don't know if I used exactly those
17· words, but we had a long discussion about the status
18· of the land, and he was seeking help from the City
19· and the City Council in causing delay for the land
20· owner.
21· · · · Q.· ·And that's what he was asking you to do
22· was to cause delay?
23· · · · A.· ·Yes.
24· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· So did he ask for anything other
25· than to cause delay as you say?
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·1· · · · A.· ·He asked for catfish and grits.
·2· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Anything else, Mr. Beers?
·3· · · · A.· ·I'm sure he did.
·4· · · · Q.· ·But you can't recall?
·5· · · · A.· ·I'm doing the best I can.
·6· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· I'm just --
·7· · · · A.· ·If you ask me specific questions, that
·8· helps.
·9· · · · Q.· ·Well, I -- I wasn't there so I just need
10· to hear from you what you claim he said so that I
11· don't hear a new -- a different story later on.
12· · · · A.· ·Got it.
13· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· So if you can tell me that you
14· can't remember anything other than that, then that's
15· fine.
16· · · · A.· ·That was the point of the meeting.  I
17· remember I had catfish and grits, too.· Actually, no,
18· I had crab cakes that day.
19· · · · Q.· ·Okay.
20· · · · A.· ·But -- so I remember things about the
21· meeting, but I need to know what you're asking about.
22· · · · Q.· ·I'm asking you what he said and what you
23· said in response, and if you can't recall anything
24· beyond what you've told me, so be it.
25· · · · A.· ·I attempted to kindly reject his offer.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Okay.
·2· · · · A.· ·I think he probably made an allusion to
·3· decisions and consequences to which I wholeheartedly
·4· agreed.
·5· · · · Q.· ·What were the decisions and consequences?
·6· · · · A.· ·I don't think he was specific.· I think he
·7· was being symbolic.
·8· · · · Q.· ·What do you mean by "symbolic"?
·9· · · · A.· ·I think he was -- he was discussing the
10· potential for -- for a political campaign against me.
11· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And did have you a reaction to
12· that?
13· · · · A.· ·I did.
14· · · · Q.· ·And what was that?
15· · · · A.· ·I have marketable skills.
16· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And that's what you told him?
17· · · · A.· ·That is probably what I told him.
18· · · · Q.· ·All right.· Well, are you saying you
19· probably told him or that's what you told him or you
20· just don't remember?
21· · · · A.· ·That -- that is something I told a number
22· of people who threatened my position.
23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Well, I want to deal with Mr.
24· Binion right now.· We'll come back to other people in
25· a moment.
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Item 26 - R-44-2017 - Discussion for possible action to approve a Resolution enacting a six-1

month moratorium on the acceptance and processing of any Title 19 Land Development 2
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MAYOR GOODMAN44

Okay. Agenda Item 26, R-44-2017, discussion for possible action to approve a Resolution 45

enacting a six-month moratorian (sic), moratorium, pardon me, on the acceptance and processing 46

of any Title 19 Land Development Application concerning golf course or common open space 47

redevelopment. This is in reference to all wards. And Mr. Summerfield, you are still there.48

 49 

ROBERT SUMMERFIELD50

I am still here, Ma'am. Thank you, Madame Mayor. So staff brings before you today a resolution 51

at the request of members of the City Council. This is a resolution with an associated moratorium 52

pertaining to the redevelopment of golf courses and common open spaces within the City's 53

Master Development Area Plans and Special Area Plans. This resolution stems in part from a 54

national trend where golf courses and common open spaces are being proposed for 55

redevelopment, and these conversions are not just a national issue. They've become a Las Vegas 56

Valley issue.57

It's the intent with this resolution and the associated moratorium to allow staff to examine best 58

practices and to look at ways that we can preserve existing lifestyles while allowing for 59

compatible and innovative uses of private property that will offer opportunities for new or 60

different amenities for what may be going away, while at the same time allowing developers the 61

opportunity to see new development on the land that they've acquired. 62

The City of Las Vegas does include 23 Master Development Plan Areas or Special Area Plans, 63

and of those 23, approximately 10 include golf courses. Meanwhile, all of them, that is all of 64

them include common open space that may include land that’s available, that has some 65

development right potentially associated with its zoning.66

The amendments to Title 19 of the Las Vegas Municipal Code are needed to address the scope, 67

the scale, potential impacts on associated, on neighboring properties that would be associated 68

with the redevelopment of existing golf courses and common open spaces. This type of infill 69

development is not contemplated under our current Title 19 standards, and so it is felt that those 70

standards are inadequate to address some of the unique considerations when you do this type of 71

redevelopment.72

So the resolution would enact an up to six-month moratorium on the submittal of applications to 73

the City for Title 19 land use applications. It would be over that six-month time period, and 74
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hopefully we can do it sooner, but for a maximum of six months that would give staff an 75

opportunity to work with the City Council, to work with interested stakeholders, the community, 76

the development community and various property owners who have an interest in this concern on 77

what are the appropriate development standards.  78

Some of the things that we would be – real quick, just a map, because this is not limited to any 79

particular ward. We find these open spaces and the existing golf courses, they exist throughout 80

the City. So it is not a ward-specific issue at this time. So this is a map of the northwest, the 81

southwest, and the southeast sectors.82

In each of these maps – and I apologize, the colors didn't quite differentiate – you will see that 83

there are golf courses in each of these sectors, but there are also lots of open spaces that would 84

qualify under this moratorium, where we want to just make sure that if a future application 85

comes forward, there is clarity for both the City Council as well as the developer as to what the 86

expectations are for those redevelopment plans. So, again, this is a larger issue than any 87

particular ward. It affects all areas of the city, potentially. 88

There are six categories of interest that we would be exploring during the time of this 89

moratorium. We would be looking at general requirements for an application to redevelop one of 90

these sites. We would be looking at a public engagement requirement. So prior to the submission 91

of an application, prior to the arduous public hearing process, we would be looking at ways that 92

the public in the affected areas could be engaged around the development plans and potentially 93

have input into those development plans so they feel connected to the project.94

We would also be examining best practices. Again, this is a national issue. This is not just 95

localized to Southern Nevada, although we recognize that we have some unique characteristics 96

here that we would need to address. But we want to look at what are those best practices that are 97

occurring elsewhere in the country where other places have actually been hit by this previously, 98

and they've actually come up with some wins and some losses. And so what can we learn from 99

what other areas have done? 100

We also want to address some very practical things, like how any public facilities might be 101

impacted by these redevelopment, infrastructure requirements. We want to look, of course, at 102

development standards that would apply. And then are there any fire or code enforcement issues 103

in the interim between when a, the current use as a park or as a golf course ends and the future 104
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redevelopment actually occurs? Are there things that we need to address in the interim that the 105

updated policy guidance and standards could address? 106

So again, the moratorium is for up to six months. It is staff's position a – in fact, we've already 107

got a team working in the Planning Department on the research to begin looking at these best 108

practices. It is our hope and expectation to actually have standards before this Council in advance 109

of that six-month deadline.110

We will need to take those changes to Planning Commission before we bring them to City 111

Council, but staff's commitment to this Council is that we will have those in advance of the six-112

month deadline on the moratorium, that we will engage the community, the public and the 113

development community on those proposed standards so that where we can get consensus, we 114

will get consensus, and where we can provide options to this Council in, as the final decision 115

makers, that we can provide options to this Council.  116

One of the concerns that we have heard since we began briefing on this, again, six months is how 117

long, at the most, that we expect this to take. This is not expected that we would do the 118

moratorium for six months and then ask for any extensions. The commitment that staff has made 119

is that it, we will be done in six months, with something to put before this Council for action.  120

Additionally, we believe that because we have nothing in the pipeline right now, there are no 121

submitted applications, that now is the window to do this so that, again, we can create 122

transparency and clarity for the Council, for the public, and for the development community as 123

future proposals may come forward.  124

And with that, we'll take any questions. Mr. Lowenstein is here with me. He's been an integral 125

part of preparing for this resolution and doing a lot of the research on what we do next and has 126

been leading the staff team that we have that's preparing to really engage on this going forward. 127

 128 

MAYOR GOODMAN129

Thank you, Mr. Summerfield. Did you have anything, Mr. Lowenstein, you wanted to add? 130

Okay. Now, I think before we take comment, is counsel down there? 131

 132 

UNIDENTIFIED MALE133

He just stepped away, Your Honor.134
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MAYOR GOODMAN135

Okay. So I did say that I would take public comment during this time on this issue. So we'll go 136

ahead and do that. We'll hear from our Council.  137

 138 

COUNCILWOMAN FIORE139

So are we hearing from Council first or public comment? 140

 141 

MAYOR GOODMAN142

No. I was just asking our attorney if, in fact, we would hear public comment at the initial stage of 143

the Council meeting on this item or have public comment now. So I think we can go ahead and 144

open it up for public comment, if you would keep your motion, your moments brief. I would ask 145

City Clerk please, let's make it a three-minute time frame if you would, please.  146

 147 

LISA MAYO-DERISO148

Good afternoon, Madame Chair, City Council. My name is Lisa Mayo-DeRiso, 10300 West 149

Charleston Boulevard.150

As most of you know, I wear a lot of hats in this community. I'm here before you today as the 151

President and CEO of Mayo & Associates. We are a business development company, PR 152

company, and as you know, we were instrumental in bringing the World Market Center to Las 153

Vegas many years ago. And I was also the founder of Tule Springs, with Rob Morocco, years 154

ago to save Tule Springs. And now all – I find it ironic, there's a presentation on future 155

development, and the Mayor said how exciting to be developers and the following item, you 156

have an item that will absolutely squelch any developer wanting to come to participate in the 157

City of Las Vegas.158

I'm here today a – I actually have an item that I have actually presented to Mr. Perrigo and 159

Mr. Tom Hicks, just a few weeks ago, on a 24-acre soccer complex in Ward 6 and Ward 4, 160

investors coming in to really make our soccer community just amazing and create a lot of 161

money. After this item appeared yesterday and I sent them to my investors in New York and 162

Florida, I've been instructed that if this is what the City of Las Vegas does is put a moratorium 163

on development in a time of recovery, let's look at North Las Vegas and Clark County also for 164

sites, because I have to tell you, in all honesty, between voting against property rights on this 165
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issue with Badlands and voting against property rights and now a moratorium on development 166

just sends a really bad message to everybody. And I can't believe that in this day and age, we 167

would use the terms "moratorium" and "development" in the same sentence when we're talking 168

about the City of Las Vegas and bringing people here to develop.169

The Mayor knows I spent the summer bringing delegations here from China, Beijing, South 170

Korea, Russia, and guess what I showed them and spent hours on the bus with interpreters? The 171

2020 Master Vision of this community. Look at what this community is doing. Look at the 172

Medical District. Look at Downtown. Look at us.173

I am a mockery. I mean, who looks at these types of items being brought forward to put a 174

moratorium – people do moratoriums when you have 30 people lined up to take all 11 of these 175

golf courses and turn them into something else. You don't have that. You have the Frank Schreck 176

demolition team that's over here trying to make a mockery of what is property rights, and I don't 177

understand how you're being, you know, brought into this. 178

I have stayed out of this because I know you know I've been on different sides of this. But now 179

this is about development. Now this is about a 24-acre soccer complex I want to bring to this 180

community that's in jeopardy.  181

I will also say this – and please, make this decision very carefully – I will give you this card so 182

you know I am for real. Those of you that know this community, I am for real. This is the new 183

3 billion, 10 million dollar, soccer, I mean, project going into the county, that we will be 184

announcing soon, 3 billion dollar private, 10 million, facility that's being developed, and I have 185

to tell I love the City of Las Vegas. I love you because this is where all of my favorite thing – 186

 187 

MAYOR GOODMAN 188

Thank you. 189

 190 

LISA MAYO-DERISO 191

– in the world, soccer, takes place.192

 193 

MAYOR GOODMAN194

Thank you.195
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LISA MAYO-DERISO196

But no, Frank Schreck always stands up here for 20 minutes. 197

 198 

MAYOR GOODMAN199

No, no, I'm giving everybody –200

 201 

LISA MAYO-DERISO202

Just give me one more second. 203

 204 

MAYOR GOODMAN205

– one more second, you have five. 206

 207 

LISA MAYO-DERISO208

Okay, but you didn't do that before. So let me just finish this. 209

 210 

MAYOR GOODMAN211

Okay.212

 213 

LISA MAYO-DERISO214

I want to say that the Clark County is kicking our butts here in the City. They have a T-Mobile 215

Arena. They have a stadium. And when you put moratoriums on things for no reason, and you 216

say we're not going to be friendly to builders for no reason, it sends a very negative message. 217

And I just think you need to just let this go. 218

 219 

MAYOR GOODMAN220

Thank you. 221

 222 

LISA MAYO-DERISO223

You can take care of this golf thing very easily without a moratorium. And, so, I please ask you 224

to vote this down and not do this to the City of Las Vegas.225
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MAYOR GOODMAN226

Thank you. Thank you. Next, please.227

 228 

FRANK SCHRECK229

Mayor, members of the City Council, Frank Schreck, part of the destroyer group, 9824 Winter 230

Palace. I'm here in support, obviously, of the moratorium. The moratorium only applies as been 231

described, to Master Plan and Special Area communities. It doesn't apply to everything else that's 232

being developed within the City of Las Vegas. 233

I think one of the most important aspects of the, that the proposed moratorium will, I think, 234

develop and that will be a requirement that a developer that wants to go into a Master Plan 235

community has to have a completed application before it goes on to an agenda. Now you've seen 236

us here ad nauseum, since January 1 of 2016 to the current time. And the reason you've seen us 237

here is there's been 15 abeyances in our process. Of those abeyances, eight were requested by the 238

applicant, five were requested by staff, and two were requested by the City Council. We've never 239

requested one that was granted.240

And those, that torture, stress, cost and expense was caused by the fact that almost every one of 241

those abeyances was requested because the applications weren't completed and, therefore, the 242

deciding body, whether it's the Planning Commission or the City Council or whether it was the 243

residents, had no clue as what the actual application would be when it was presented to either of 244

those bodies.245

And so, up until the night before on many occasions, the applications were being changed and 246

amended. And in their wisdom, both the Planning Commission and this City Council held those 247

in abeyance at the request of the City Council, at the request of your staff, and the request of the 248

applicant. So we've been here for 16 months, not because lawyers dragged this out. The 16, the 249

15 abeyances that have caused us to be here, from January 1 of 2016, are all because there wasn't 250

a completed application.  251

And that's what hopefully this resolution will help when developers and City and residents get 252

together, that one of the things will be when you're going to file an application, it's a completed 253

application so no other community has to suffer the same that Queensridge has had to suffer for a 254

year and a half and having to come back and back and then have them held in abeyance, not at 255
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our request, but at the applicant's and the City's because the applications weren't complete. Thank 256

you. 257 

 258 

MAYOR GOODMAN259

Thank you. Next, please.260

 261 

RON IVERSEN262

Good morning. My name is Ron Iversen, 9324 Verlaine. I'm a member of the Queensridge 263

community. I am in favor of this moratorium. For all my business life, I've been a process guy, 264

and I believe in process. And I believe one of the problems that we've had with the Badlands 265

community development and with this Council is lack of process and adherence to process and 266

being able to process these things in an efficient way.  267

Since the beginning of the Badlands Golf Course, we've been plagued by multiple abeyances 268

coupled with last-minute development submittals without adequate time for public analysis and 269

response to all of those. It's been kind of a last-minute thing. And I think a lot of that has been 270

because we haven't had a good process in place and haven't followed a good process. 271

What we need is to have a process in place with enforced timelines and development agreement 272

requirements, which allow for appropriate public response. And I believe that the public 273

participation plan that is mentioned in this moratorium gives us an opportunity to put those 274

requirements in place and reinforce a process that gives everybody a chance to participate, which 275

I think delivers to the best end of the community.276

We have maintained in Queensridge from the beginning that we're not against development, just 277

the process that we've been used and the level of development that that process has allowed us. 278

So we believe that it's time to step back, adopt a moratorium, and then approach this issue in the 279

right way. If we do that, this delay or this moratorium allows us to actually create a process 280

which will allow us to speed up in the future, and that's a process that we don't currently have in 281

place. And we would urge this Council to please adopt this moratorium so that we have adequate 282

time to do that. Thank you. 283

 284 

MAYOR GOODMAN285

Thank you. It's still morning. 286
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ELAINE WENGER-ROESENER287

Hello. Good morning, again, Mayor Goodman and members of City Council. I just wanted to say 288

initially – oh, my name is Elaine Wenger-Roesener. I reside at 9811 Orient Express Court.289

And I wanted to say a thank you to Mr., I think, it's Summerfield and Mr. Lowenstein. I am so 290

excited to think that the Las Vegas City Planning Department is so supportive of adopting a 291

public policy statement on the redevelopment of golf courses and/or open space. And I do think 292

that as Las Vegas moves forward and we look at developing Las Vegas and growing Las Vegas, 293

I actually think this would be, send a very positive message to our community and actually to 294

other cities also in addressing what we do as we move forward and look at development, 295

redevelopment.296

I ask the City Council to please approve this moratorium resolution in an effort to allow the City 297

the time to develop this best practice or establish public policy that will address not only 298

development standards, but also respect community input when considering the approval of 299

redevelopment of golf courses and/or open space. Compatible use and associated impacts in 300

established neighborhoods must be respected. 301

Please make the moratorium apply to any Badlands redevelopment applications. Do not allow 302

any of these applications to be grandfathered in. Thank you. 303

 304 

MAYOR GOODMAN305

Next, please.306

 307 

TOM LETIZIA308

Madame Mayor and members of the Council, my name is Tom Letizia. I live at 9332 Queen 309

Charlotte Court inside Queensridge.310

For the last nearly two years now, you've been hearing from probably 15 homeowners, maybe 311

20, that live in Queensridge. They have been the voices that you've been listening to. There is 312

another 985 homeowners, close to 1,000 homeowners that live in Queensridge that have watched 313

the values of their homes disintegrate over the last two years. Right now, we have home values at 314

1998 levels, and we've held up this project for 15 to 20 residents.315

I cannot believe we're here talking today about a moratorium. I cannot believe that in all the 316

years I've lived in Las Vegas, we're talking about a moratorium in Las Vegas, the fastest growing 317
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city in the country for years. We just came out of the worst recession in our history. Now, we are 318

telling builders that you cannot build for six months in Las Vegas? 319

You know, the Frank Schreck company talks about how Yohan Lowie, the developer, was able 320

to put together a development agreement overnight on a holiday weekend. Do you know what 321

just happened this weekend? The same thing. Thursday night, the Review Journal published a 322

story about a moratorium in Las Vegas, going into a Friday when no one was around. And now 323

here we are Tuesday, Wednesday, and you're going to vote on a moratorium.  324

Allow the developer to engage during these six months, dialogue with members of the Council, 325

with residents. Don't cut this off; let this process continue. A moratorium is not going to solve 326

this. Please, members of the Council and Mayor, don't send the wrong message out that Las 327

Vegas is closed. Turn down this moratorium, please. Thank you.  328

 329 

MAYOR GOODMAN330

Thank you. Next, please. And your name? 331

 332 

DALE ROESENER333

Hello, Madame Mayor and members of the Council. Dale Roesener, 9811 Orient Express.334

I have a few comments about the moratorium, and I reviewed it a little bit. I think the term 335

"moratorium" is, probably understates the significance of what I read. The process that we've 336

gone through over the last couple of years has been, you know, painful, to say the least. It's been, 337

you know, tantamount to a root canal with no anesthesia, you know, I think for everybody 338

involved. And from my standpoint, we never really knew as a resident exactly what to expect, 339

because the applications were light on details and the overwhelming documents that I read didn't 340

have specific requirements and the expectations that one would hope coming out of an approval. 341

You know, they were like devoid of detail, if you will.  342

And so I looked at this as more of an opportunity to create a structure that everybody could 343

operate from, that the residents could engage with so that the expectations would be a little bit 344

more predictable, if you will. And, you know, I think if you would approve this, and what was in 345

the moratorium, the substance of it, if you execute on those objective scenarios, then I honestly 346

think it will speed up development, and it would also protect a lot of the other people that might 347

go through and yourselves going through this same process in other neighborhoods.  348
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So, for those reasons, I would appreciate it if you would adopt the moratorium. 349

 350 

MAYOR GOODMAN351

Thank you. Next, please.352

 353 

PAT SPILATRO354

A handout for everybody. Hi, Pat Spilatro, 8177 Bay Colony, Las Vegas 89131.355

I'm from Silverstone Ranch. I'm not from Badlands, and I understand that this moratorium 356

affects primarily Badlands. Nothing’s happening at Silverstone in the next six months. Nothing’s 357

happening at Legacy in the next six months; that's the other golf course that went up for sale in 358

this Valley. Legacy got sold for $1.5 million dollars. Silverstone Ranch got sold for 3.65. I've 359

heard reports that Badlands got sold for $7.5 million dollars for 250 acres.  360

This is not buildable, vacant land. You can't approach this like you can approach any other piece 361

of property out there that's up for development. It's not an empty lot for infill project in the 362

middle of the city. These are golf courses. They need specific procedures to deal with them.  363

When you're looking at D.R. Horton, and you're looking Pulte, who bought 20 acres next to 364

Silverstone Ranch, they paid $340,000 an acre. The guy that bought our golf course paid $13,000 365

an acre.366

How do you justify handing somebody a hundred million dollars worth of profit project by 367

simply rezoning it? You're going to have to get that equity from somewhere. That's called 368

equitable servitude. It comes from the homeowners. The smart thing to do would have been 369

already to have this policy and procedure in place before this happened.370

Now that it's already happened, take a break, as Councilman Anthony said, get a mulligan; take a 371

break. This way Councilman (sic) Tarkanian, Councilwoman Tarkanian, Councilman Coffin 372

have all spoken out on this. This doesn't feel right. It's like you're hammering this giant square 373

peg into this tiny, little round hole. And what you're doing is you're shaving off the rest of it, 374

which is the homeowners' equity, and you're handing it to one person. 375

So, it doesn't matter if somebody takes 200 acres from you and gives you back 150 like they 376

offered to do with us. It's fine. You're taking 200 million from us, you're giving us back 150, but 377

the original 200 was all ours. How does somebody walk in with a couple million dollars and 378
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walk away with hundreds of million dollars project profit? That doesn't make sense. Those 379

inconsistencies exist because golf courses are not vacant, buildable land.  380

When you guys okayed the parcel at Tenaya and Elkhorn for D.R. Horton, they paid 381

$8.6 million. You mean to tell me somebody bought 250 acres over at Badlands, paid barely 382

double that amount, and they have buildable land? Seriously? That equity has to come from 383

somebody, and it's coming from all those people at Badlands. And it's not the 20 that are 384

complaining; it's the other 2,000 that are sitting at home that don't know what's going on because 385

they don't have notice.  386

You guys don't communicate, and you don't have clear policy for everybody. You're going to run 387

rampant over the homeowners. You're going to destroy their equity. You're going to steal their 388

third-party non-possessory interest rights, and what you're going to do is you're going to hand it 389

over to a corporation that's going to build homes.  390

What's going to happen is you'll end up in court. In every single court decision – and I would 391

suggest Brad Jerbic check these out – the homeowners always win. They have an equitable 392

servitude ruling, and they stop these golf courses from being developed, even if they don't have a 393

deed restriction, even if they don't have a specific covenant like we have. It's an implied 394

easement. It exists when you take two pieces of property and you split it up. You take value from 395

one, you put it in the other.396

You people are stealing the value from one and giving it to one person. How do you do that? I 397

want you to please reconsider and actually accept this moratorium. We need a policy to deal with 398

this and we need it fast. Thank you.399

 400 

MAYOR GOODMAN401

Thank you.402

 403 

CASEY MOSEMAN404

Hi, my name is Casey Moseman, and I'm from Silverstone Ranch also. I'm at 8337 Normandy 405

Shore Street. And I want to say thank you, Steve, for putting this on, Councilman Seroka, for 406

putting this on. Thank you. 407

In addition to what Mr. Spilatro addressed, he's also identified several court cases throughout the 408

U.S. and in Washington state, Texas, Florida, Nebraska, Arizona, and now I'm being told this 409
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morning a Nevada court case he uncovered, called Boyd vs. McDonald, that discusses implied 410

easements. Also in our own Silverstone Golf Course case, held before Judge Beasley in U.S. 411

Bankruptcy Court, he acknowledged from the bench that he, himself, will not rule on the 412

defendant's request to change the purpose of the golf course land.413

That law pertaining to this shared space or broken up space predates the contractual law that the 414

defendant was trying to use. It also predates the contractual law that the defense is trying to use 415

at the Badlands case. Mr. Spilatro stood before Judge Beasley and explained equitable servitude 416

and how it applies in our cases. The judge was surprised to hear this and commented that no one 417

else, including our own HOA attorney, had thought to bring this forward.418

Both equitable servitude and implied easements apply to our cases. It applies to the Legacy Golf 419

Course case, and it applies to the Badlands case. The amount of homeowners and taxpayers 420

negatively affected around the entire Valley outweigh the amount of a developer, specifically in 421

regard to golf course cases. Extra care and extra research should be done by the Council and the 422

Council's attorney before truth and justice could be served. 423

I also wanted to comment too on the categories that staff had presented. There should be an 424

additional category added to the staff's best practices, and that's flood zone concerns, because 425

that's something that specifically affects Silverstone Ranch and Badlands, major flood zone 426

concerns. And that's it. Thank you. 427

 428 

MAYOR GOODMAN429

Thank you very much. Next, please.  430

 431 

SIGAL CHATTAH432

Good morning, Mayor, City Council. Sigal Chattah, Chattah Law Group, 5875 South Rainbow, 433

Suite 204, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118. 434

Madame Mayor, I am here representing JS Real Estate Holdings and 9504 Kings Gate Court, 435

along with Mr. Staluppi. Mr. Staluppi is currently an owner of two properties inside 436

Queensridge. The first property he is currently residing in is a three and a half million dollar 437

home.  He is also building a $12 million home on Kings Gate Court. 438
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Back in July, on July 25th, 2017, Mr. Staluppi sent the Council a letter notifying the Council that 439

he was building a 22,000 square-foot home. He requested that this Council approve the 440

development agreement, which was never approved.  441

What I would like to explain to the City Council today is that Mr. Staluppi's home will be done 442

within the next 90 days. He will need to refinance this home, and because he won't be able to get 443

an accurate appraisal of the home, he won't be able to refinance this home.  444

In addition to the $12 million project that he is currently building, he also has expressed interest 445

to purchase 5 acres behind this $12 million project, and also he cannot purchase this property 446

without the knowledge of what is going to be put in the neighborhood.447

One of the things that I wanted to explain is that it is third-party innocent people that are caught 448

in the crossfire between the City Council and the developer. As an innocent bystander, who is 449

currently living in Queensridge, enjoys living in Queensridge and has invested over $20 million 450

in Queensridge, he stands to incur damages in excess of $20 million if this moratorium goes 451

through.452

Aside from that, I'm going to defer the legalities of the moratorium to the developer's counsel. 453

However, in knowing that the moratorium and the resolution that was placed on calendar today, I 454

believe it is arbitrary. It's capricious, and it is bold-face unlawful. It is third parties, like 455

Mr. Staluppi, that will be affected by this moratorium. They will have damages in excess of 456

$20 million, as I said, and most important is that if a City Council acts unlawfully, it can no 457

longer hide behind governmental immunity when there is such a serious price to pay here. 458

And with that, I'll submit. Thank you.  459

 460 

MAYOR GOODMAN461

Thank you very much. Next, please.  462

 463 

RENA KANTOR464

Good morning. My name is Rena Kantor. I live at 9408 Provence Garden Lane. I have owned 465

that home since 1998. I do not have any prepared statements, because I was not sure how this 466

Council meeting goes forward. So I can only respond to what I've heard here. 467

I will start by giving you some facts. The fact is that I bought this home in 1998. I had it 468

reappraised recently. I waited for two or three weeks for the appraisal to come back. I heard 469
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nothing. I called the appraiser. They said, oh, we can't appraise it because we don't know what to 470

do about the golf course. We'll have to send out somebody else. 471

They sent out somebody else. Within two weeks, I got back the appraisal. My house is now 472

worth exactly what I paid for it in 1998. I am livid. And with all due respect to the Councilman, I 473

believe if you pass this moratorium, it will be nails in the coffin for Queensridge. Okay. I live on 474

the golf course. When I bought my home, it was made extremely clear to me that that golf course 475

is not owned by Queensridge.476

I have watched for the past two years, because I believed that everything would be done fairly. 477

Fair does count in this country. I have sacrif, I work full-time. I did not have time to be engaged 478

in this. But a few weeks ago, I said enough is enough. And now when I heard about this 479

moratorium, really, ladies and gentlemen, I understand – my background, by the way, if you 480

didn't notice the accent, is from New York. I was in the real estate and banking business. I 481

understand that there are negotiations. I understand that nobody ever goes home happy. I also 482

understand that we have to move on.  483

I also sat, stood here, or sat here and listened to Frank talk about his problem is with abeyance. 484

The first homeowner’s association meeting I went to a few weeks ago, I heard him stand up and 485

say to the homeowners: This is what we did. This is what we did. That's why we're in such a 486

good position. 487

Where's our good position, ladies and gentlemen? I look out on a brown golf course. I look out 488

on a golf course where the trees will soon die, so that now when we drive into Queensridge, 489

instead of seeing beautiful trees somewhat hiding the completely brown grass, we will now look 490

at nothing because those trees will die with no water in six months.  491

I understand that things have to move forward. I understand that, you know, that things change. 492

The City now has golf courses that are going to go away. I understand that, moving forward, you 493

have to deal with that. But after two years, now you want to say, oh, wait, let's rethink this.  494

And according to the notes on this moratorium, it was because we want to make sure that the 495

following six things are addressed. So then I went to the development plan on the City Council, 496

on the City’s website. And guess what? All those six things are addressed.497

Mayor Goodman, I appreciate that my time is up. Please appreciate how livid I am that at this 498

stage of the game, two years after you started the whole thing, somebody’s gonna say, you know 499

what, maybe let’s rethink this.  It’s not fair, and fair does count. 500
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I beg of you, you want to be considerate, you want to talk about things, do not pass this 501

moratorium.  Thank you. 502

 503 

MAYOR GOODMAN 504

Thank you.  Next, please.  Be sure to state your name for us. 505

 506 

GORDON CULP 507

Gordon Culp, 653 Ravel Court, and a resident of Queensridge for 19 years.  And you know, 508

you’ve heard today, and it’s no surprise to any of us, that Las Vegas is not the only jurisdiction 509

facing the issues of golf course redevelopment. And we can look around, as Mr. Summerfield 510

said, we can look around the country and learn from what others have done. 511

The idea of a moratorium for a time out to figure out what to do, not, a new concept; Titus built, 512

Florida did that exact thing in 2015.  Collier County, Florida did it in 2016.  And they both use 513

that as an opportunity to develop a process and procedure for redevelopment of golf courses. So, 514

this is not some bizarre proposal in front of you; it’s one that has worked for others. 515

During those processes, they developed a framework for significant community involvement and 516

consensus building; that has been something that has been totally lacking in the process here. 517

Being involved in the Queensridge Badlands situation for the last two years, there's not been the 518

opportunity for meaningful interaction-type community involvement that has occurred under 519

these new development standards adopted by other jurisdictions. And the fact that it occurs prior 520

to the submittal of the development application would have saved us a lot of pain and anguish in 521

the last two years, our specific project. 522

And from our experience, we've been faced with a developer who won't do meaningful public 523

participation unless he's forced to do so by a revised City code. So we ask you to take the time 524

out, a moratorium to develop those code requirements. Thank you.  525

 526 

MAYOR GOODMAN527

Thank you. Next, please.528
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FRANK PANKRATZ529

Good morning, Mayor, Councilpersons. My name is Frank Pankratz, 9103 Alta Drive, Las 530

Vegas, Nevada.531

It has been an arduous and tough last three years, no doubt about it. Change is tough. And we 532

have all heard in individual meetings and in group meetings and work sessions and multiple of 533

work sessions the concerns and the frustrations and not in my backyard feedback.  534

I just want to address a couple of things. We keep hearing a lot of untruths and a lot of rhetoric. 535

Mr. Schreck talks about applications incomplete. We met as developers with staff, weekly 536

meetings and quite frequently in between those weekly meetings. Those meetings with the City 537

staff included all the various departments – Public Works, Fire, Legal, Planning – and they were 538

arduous meetings.  539

They were meetings where staff demanded lots of things, and those things were incorporated into 540

the development agreement. The staff approved the development agreement as a result of their 541

year and a half of participation in those weekly meetings. We, in terms of that application, it was 542

complete. So to hear today that the application was incomplete is just incorrect. 543

The abeyances – there was 20-some abeyances in 17 different public meetings, Planning 544

Commission and City Council. The abeyances were largely as a result of the Planning 545

Commissioners or the City Council or in a number of cases the staff asking us to give more time 546

for staff, who worked diligently, Mr. Jerbic and Mr. Perrigo and others, worked diligently with 547

neighbors, individual meetings, group meetings. And they came back with the neighbors would 548

like X, would like Y. We incorporated multitudes of those things into the agreement, and those 549

changes that resulted into the agreements were as a result of requests from the neighbors. And 550

then we become the bad guys as blamed for continuing to make changes. 551

So just – a couple other things that we kept hearing. Traffic was gonna be a problem and is a 552

problem. Well, that's not what the expert traffic engineers, who prepared the traffic studies, said. 553

It's not what the City staff and traffic engineer experts, who reviewed those traffic studies, said. 554

The City staff had those traffic studies reviewed by a (sic) alternative, outside traffic engineering 555

company, and they approved the traffic studies.  556

Just 30 seconds –557
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MAYOR GOODMAN558

Okay.559

 560 

FRANK PANKRATZ561

– and I'll wrap it up if I may. And women and child, you heard, women and children are going to 562

die because this property is in a flood plain. A small portion of the property is in a flood plain. 563

We developed Tivoli Village downstream. The engineers figured out how to deal with the 564

drainage downstream. So surely to goodness they could figure out and they have figured out how 565

to deal with it upstream. And the list goes on and on.566

Lastly, we have continued to process on the 435 that the Planning Commission and City Council 567

approved, the 17.49 acres, we've continued to submit pre-application process on different pieces 568

of property on the 61 lots. 569

 570 

MAYOR GOODMAN 571

Okay.572

 573 

FRANK PANKRATZ 574

We continue to be involved. 575

Here's a letter I'd like to submit, the GCW engineers continue to work with the City on drainage 576

through, with respect to the 435. And I could go on and on, but – 577

 578 

MAYOR GOODMAN579

Your time is up. 580

 581 

FRANK PANKRATZ582

– we please ask that this moratorium not be – pursued. Thank you.  583

 584 

MAYOR GOODMAN585

Thank you. Good afternoon.586
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STEPHANIE ALLEN587

Good afternoon, Mayor, Council, Stephanie Allen, 1980 Festival Plaza. We represent Four Stars 588

LTD, Seventy Acres, LLC, and 180 Land Company, LLC, the owners of the land upon which the 589

Badlands Golf Course was operated, and those operations ceased in December 2016. 590

To say that we're surprised and disappointed that this is on the agenda over a holiday weekend, 591

without any notice or discussions with us, after the years of discussions and negotiations in good 592

faith that have gone on with the City, is an understatement. We are surprised that this is on an 593

agenda. 594

We've had basically two days business notice to prepare for this. So, on very short notice, we've 595

got a list of bullet points that I'll read into the record with some of our concerns. Frankly, this 596

smells and looks like you're trying to push something through without having any dialogue from 597

the property owners, neighbors that are very significantly impacted by this.  598

As far as we know, no written notice or postcard was provided to any landowners about this 599

resolution, despite the land rights that could be adversely affected if this resolution is passed. 600

The proposed moratorium of six months is unprecedented. It not only denies the rights of 601

property owners, but baselessly extends the cloud of uncertainty, which you've heard from some 602

of the homeowners today, over the homes adjacent to any failing golf course, not just Badlands, 603

and the financial harm that it will cause to the Badlands Golf Course as well as other golf course 604

communities.  605

Each property upon which an existing golf course is operated has a unique and distinct set of 606

restrictions, which govern its relationships in the adjacent properties. The rights of the adjacent 607

homeowners are governed by mechanisms, such as purchase agreements and CC&Rs. The City 608

has a longstanding policy to not intervene in contractual relationships and rights between 609

adjacent property owners.  610

The constitutionality of this is in question, and we haven't had time to analyze what impacts that 611

it may have on property, but the constitutionality of this proposed resolution appears to be poorly 612

conceived, vague, ambiguous and inapplicable, if not impossible to implement. These defects 613

render it unconstitutional in its wording, its application, and an abridgement of constitutional 614

land rights for all land owners, homeowners and owners of golf course operations alike, who 615

could be adversely impacted by this resolution, especially with virtually no notice. 616
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Legally, it can't be applied retroactively. The legislation seems to be crafted as a special interest 617

legislation aimed to benefit a certain group and discriminate against another group, which is 618

unconstitutional. And we believe it's just an attempt to frustrate the private use of land and to act 619

as ex post facto lawmaking.  620

We'd ask that you deny the moratorium today. We've gone through the process that’s discussed 621

for years now. To ask that we start over would be unfair and unreasonable. 622

 623 

MAYOR GOODMAN624

Thank you. 625

 626 

STEPHANIE ALLEN 627

Thanks.628

 629 

MAYOR GOODMAN 630

Thank you. Next, please.631

 632 

JIM JIMMERSON633

Good morning, Madame Mayor, Jim Jimmerson, 9101 Alta Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada 89145. 634

Members of the Council, I have the privilege of representing Seventy Acres, LLC, 180 Land 635

Company, LLC and Four Stars Limited as their litigation counsel. But as remarks speak to the 636

moratorium, I have very brief remarks I'd like to offer to each and every one of you. And it’s 637

always good to appear in front of you and a pleasure to do so.638

In more than 40 years of practice, I have only seen moratoriums before a governmental agency, 639

including the City of Las Vegas, on three or four occasions, and the reason for that is clear. 640

Moratoriums are disfavored under the law, because they inherently are anti-business, anti-641

competition and in many times, and most times I would argue, unnecessary. They should be used 642

only as a last resort.643

And there are generally requirements that are required to be present if they are to be used. One is 644

you have an emergency situation, which does not exist here; or when there has been adequate 645

notice and fair hearing to be heard, then perhaps they can be discussed, which of course has not 646

has (sic) here. There's been two business days, if you count Friday and Tuesday, with Monday 647
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being a holiday. And they cannot be applied prospectively, I mean, they cannot be applied 648

retroactively, only prospectively, because if they attempt to be applied retroactively, they usually 649

represent a taking or represent constitutional infirmities that are present then.  650

The City is, by this moratorium, if it were to be passed, is impermissibly projecting itself, I 651

submit, into the contractual relationships of homeowners and land owners. For example, in the 652

Silverstone Golf Course, the moratorium may not have the intended effect. By reading its 653

language, which I think is unconstitutionally vague and/or unclear, but you could read that as 654

giving the present owner of Silverstone Golf Course rights that it doesn’t presently exist and 655

interfering between the rights that it claims it has and the homeowners of Silverstone.  656

Likewise, if this moratorium were to apply to the Badlands Golf Course, the same type of 657

interference with contractual rights would exist, and irreparable injury would follow, not to 658

mention substantial money damages for the kind of drastic nature, draconian nature of this 659

moratorium.  660

I'm reminded that two years ago today, September 8th of 2015, before the Planning Commission, 661

many of the people who spoke in favor of the passage of this moratorium spoke against the 662

Planning Commission's hearing and voting on a density cap removal that then would have, if it 663

had been passed, been passed on to you. The claim was the Labor Day weekend interfered with 664

any notice. There was only a two-day time period, and it should not be heard. And their protest 665

won the day that day, and the density cap item was continued for 60 days thereafter. 666

 667 

MAYOR GOODMAN668

And if you're please conclude, Mr. Jimmerson. 669

 670 

JIM JIMMERSON671

I'll do that. Thank you, Madame Mayor. The same type I think of respect and care should be 672

provided here. An earlier spokesperson independently said that the concept of fairness applies 673

here, and we certainly believe that it does. 674

This will not have the in intended effect. It will cause the parties to be further apart rather than 675

bringing them closer together. The solution is not the courts.676
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MAYOR GOODMAN 677

Thank you. 678

 679 

JIM JIMMERSON 680

The solution is resolution between conversations of the homeowners and the developers of the 681

land for which this moratorium may or may not apply.  682

 683 

MAYOR GOODMAN684

Thank you. 685

 686 

JIM JIMMERSON687

Thank you. I appreciate working in front of you. Thank you.688

 689 

MAYOR GOODMAN690

Thank you.691

 692 

STEVE CARIA 693

Steve Caria, 9101 Alta Drive. Mayor, Council members, first I think that, you know, one of the 694

major things is we've seen a number of heroic events and people recognized earlier today. The 695

Badlands development is not one of them.  696

One of the things that we heard from the gentleman earlier is that there are only 15 or 20 697

residents that are opposed to Badlands. This is simply not true. I personally had a petition with 698

over 100 names at One Queensridge Place, that I presented to the Planning Commission and also 699

to this Council, opposed to this project. Now, I can tell you, 100 names at One Queensridge 700

Place is the majority of the people, because no one is never there.  701

The second thing is, is that there were two surveys, one by One Queensridge Place. Seventy-five 702

percent of those that responded, 75 percent of those that responded at One Queensridge Place 703

opposed the project. Eighty percent at the Queensridge residences opposed the project of those 704

that responded.705

Councilman Seroka won the election. His election was against an incumbent. The number one 706

issue of that election was the Badlands development. The people are opposed to it. You talk as if, 707
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you know, you hear people saying that the people are in favor of it. Yes, some are, a few, and 708

they're the distant few, not the majority.  709

To carry on, just a couple of other things. Councilman Seroka on August 2nd provided a factual 710

and in-depth and a knowledgeable overview of this development. I really ask for you Council 711

members to support the Ward Council member and his position, because he's put in hundreds of 712

hours to study this.713

You also heard today that there are other projects throughout the nation that have put on 714

moratorium successfully to study these kinds of cases and these kinds of circumstances. I believe 715

that Mr. (sic) Seroka is in favor of a moratorium, because it makes sense. We need to reset. 716

Everybody is burnt out. There's (sic) been multiple changes, multiple factors that have taken 717

place. We all know that, and it has been stated before, a lot of the items that have upset the 718

community. I'm not going to relist them. You know what they are. You've heard them.  719

Let me see here. One council member, I do want to bring this up. One council member, who's 720

really been falsely accused of being anti-Semitic, that just isn't true. Members and residents of 721

the Jewish community at One Queensridge Place have come up to me and said this. They don't 722

believe that to be the case whatsoever. And I want to say then we give our approval to Mr. (sic) 723

Coffin.724

The developer is responsible for this development. He's in a position to make tens, if not 725

hundreds of millions of dollars flipping the land. He's not going to build out these projects. And 726

as a result of that, I think that it's his responsibility. He should carry the load, and we shouldn't be 727

responsible for him having to wait six months. 728

Last comment and that's this. If any one of you, your family, your circumstances, or your 729

community was going to have two 150-foot buildings built in your backyard, a 130-unit hotel 730

built in your backyard, in the middle of a planned community, I don't believe any one of you 731

would vote in favor of that. 732

Please support Ward 2, our representative, Mr. (sic) Sheroka (sic) in terms of the views that he's 733

already suggested. Thank you.734

 735 

MAYOR GOODMAN736

Thank you. Next.737
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ANNE SMITH738

Thank you. I'm Anne Smith, and I live on Badlands Golf Course. We've been here before. But 739

I'm here to urge you to vote for the moratorium, ‘cause this is really the most positive, the most 740

proactive step that's been proposed over the last two years in this messy process that we've had, 741

to take that time out to develop something that's really going to work for everybody, and it's just 742

unfair for all. And even the Reverend, who did the prayer earlier, said, he was, asked for 743

guidance for justice and fairness for all in all of your workings. So, that's what we're asking for. 744

Yes, we're affected by this issue, but we've shown all along that we're pragmatic about this and 745

willing to look at things. And we just want to see an established, inclusive, and especially, a 746

transparent process that we can be part of.747

And yes, I've heard all these things about, you know, we've got a brown golf course now. You 748

know, it's worse than what it would have been if we'd gone along with everything that was 749

proposed in the beginning. But this new process is going to address that situation, especially with 750

the watering and the fire protection. And it won't be at the whim of a developer who could water 751

but doesn't. 752

So, this whole process not only will help everybody who's involved in the process, but I feel that 753

it's going to help you, because you're going to get to avoid repeating this two-year process that 754

you've gone through already on Badlands, on future – golf courses that come before you and 755

moving forward on Badlands. And we've heard from the Planning staff, it will give them better 756

tools and regulations to guide and review all future development applications.757

So, I'm asking for two things: One is, please vote for the moratorium today and, two, apply it to 758

all Badlands applications, no grandfathering. I mean, the reason the moratorium is here in the 759

first place is because of the nature of the Badlands applications. Thank you.  760

 761 

MAYOR GOODMAN762

Anyone else? 763

 764 

CHRIS KAEMPFER765

Yes. Good morning, Your Honor, members of the Council, Chris Kaempfer. I apologize for 766

speaking late. I've been bouncing back and forth between the County and the City on hearings.767
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I really would like to just take a minute, if I could, and speak more as a resident of Queensridge. 768

What we had when I moved in there eight, nine years ago is not what we have now by any 769

stretch of the imagination. 770

This moratorium, contrary to what may be the very good intentions of the Colonel, is not going 771

to make this process work. It's gonna to harden positions. It's going to make people think they 772

have rights where really they don't. And it's going to take – and I don't know if these points were 773

made before – it creates for a developer perhaps in the Silverstone situation more rights than they 774

have because of the CC&Rs that protect them.  775

We have to remember. It's hard for me, because I would love to be able to say that this 776

moratorium is gonna fix – this issue and everybody's going to say, oh, the moratorium is in 777

effect. Now we have to sit down and talk and do this. That's not what's gonna to happen. 778

What was happening, because of the efforts of Mr. Jerbic, what was happening is we came this 779

close, and we had really three sections, which was Ravel Court issue, the Tudor Park issue to a 780

degree, and then the amount of the density essentially that was to go into the area near the 781

Towers. Those were – the three issues.782

If anybody came up here and said they didn't want development of two-acre lots next to their 783

quarter-acre lot or their half-acre lot, then I can't believe that they knew what they were talking 784

about. So, for the vast, vast majority of people, we were almost there.  785

This is not gonna put us there. It's not gonna make us closer. It's gonna keep us apart. What 786

needs to happen, what needs to happen is for the developer and the neighbors to sit down and 787

say: How can we finish what Mr. Jerbic and others worked so hard to get going?  788

We have, I can tell you right now, what we have is a golf course that, as people have said, is 789

brown and browning more every day. And the one thing that sticks with me through this whole 790

process is a comment made by an attorney on the other side, who I respect, who said to me: I 791

would rather have this a desert than a single home developed on this property. Well, you know 792

what? He's getting his wish. And nine months is not gonna help the situation at all, it’s gonna 793

make, or six months, it's gonna make the situation worse. We need to start talking, and we need 794

to start talking now.795

We were under the impression that – not all of you, but that a denial was the best thing to do 796

when that development took place. The reality is – I will wrap this up in five seconds, 10 seconds 797

– a denial of that development was an exercise of power. An approvement (sic), an approval of 798
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that development agreement with conditions, like maintaining the golf course and doing this and 799

doing that and doing that, that is the retention of power, and that's what should have been 800

utilized. That's where we need to go from now on, not this moratorium.  801

 802 

MAYOR GOODMAN803

Thank you very much. Anyone else, or I will, okay. 804

 805 

YOHAN LOWIE806

Yohan Lowie. 807

 808 

MAYOR GOODMAN809

Hi, good morning. 810

 811 

YOHAN LOWIE812

Good morning, Madame Mayor, Council. I think this session here maybe sum up the last two 813

years for us trying to develop a piece of property that is developable, and now clearly you can 814

see who's really the obstructionist, that they are trying to prevent this property from being built, 815

and not one house can be built, and who is the one that's been always on target, generous, 816

coming in, negotiating, saying I'll do, I’ll sit at any time with anybody that wants to sit with me 817

and get a resolution. 818

We know now who sponsored this bill. It's not Councilman Seroka. It's the opposition group 819

leader here, because some of it would have to be divine to know the language, exact language he 820

used in every one of the arguments he made with us. And the first time he met with Vicky and 821

Frank and told them all the things that are problematic with our development that came into this 822

proposed ordinance with a six-month moratorium. I'll leave this alone. 823

I wonder if this City knows what a moratorium means for so many people outside the Badlands. 824

It's clear as daylight that this moratorium is singling one single property, the Badlands, and not 825

others. Nobody's done the studies how many contracts are you going to violate? Nobody have 826

done the study, how many loans will be in default because of an action like that that you take 827

today? You have no idea of the processes that people have to file continuously to stay within 828

lending practices and whichever business deals they have to continue or conduct on a property.829
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And a six-month moratorium, in four days, one-and-a-half business days when everybody's out, 830

out of town, we've been accused two years to the day to that very weekend holiday that we 831

colluded with staff, and we tried to pass something through it when the City filed the application. 832

The City asked for it. They asked us to file the application to put the asterisk in. You remember 833

the big, you know, hoo-la-hoo over that. And that's what happened this weekend.  834

And we know there is a collusion now with staff, because Elaine knew about filing the 835

application we filed on Thursday. No grandfathering those applications. How would the 836

homeowner would know that we filed applications? We were ready to file them anyway. Once 837

you denied the development agreement, I told you it's a piecemeal. We're going to submit. We 838

prepared everything. We heard from the paper about moratorium. We just submitted an 839

application.840

So this moratorium on Badlands will make no difference, because it superseded the moratorium. 841

The language in the moratorium is very clear.  842

So you do nothing for Badlands except of continuing the agony. This opposition group here, 843

those people that speak here, everyone gets a script. And continuously, you can tell by today, 844

every single one of them has a script to read, you know, to defeat our plans.845

But they keep on losing in court. They lost the first lawsuit. They lost the second lawsuit. Twenty 846

minutes ago, the judge just basically put a stay on everything until the Supreme Court decides 847

what it wants to do. They can't win a case in court, and they will not win a case in court. They're 848

going to lose everything.849

So they come in here to ask to circumvent their land rights they agreed in contract to give away 850

to this developer to develop this land. I purchased the companies, not the Badlands Golf Course. 851

You heard people here saying what I purchased the golf course for. They have no idea.852

At any rate, to make a long story short and to close this, do not take rights that are given by a 853

third-party contract to other people, to circumvent the rights and give up your right to decide 854

what happens to the property, to homeowners. That would end up in massive litigation for years 855

and years and prolong the agony.856

We're willing to stay as long as it takes. They are not going to default us on financing. We've had 857

to pay it. We're going to do whatever we have to, but we're going to fight this.  858

And Councilman Seroka, you ran on a platform to condemn my property. I can read all your 859

statements, including this –860
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MAYOR GOODMAN 861

Thank you. 862

 863 

YOHAN LOWIE 864

– the City should own this golf course, that you're going to do a swap. Not one time you consider 865

developer rights. You only say that you're working for homeowners' rights.  866

 867 

MAYOR GOODMAN868

Thank you.  Thank you. 869

 870 

YOHAN LOWIE871

We can litigate that. I want to put it to the record. 872

 873 

MAYOR GOODMAN874

Okay.875

 876 

YOHAN LOWIE877

And I'm asking you to recuse yourself from any further doing with the Badlands Golf Course.878

 879 

MAYOR GOODMAN880

Okay. What I'd like to do is if there's anybody else that would like to make comment, otherwise 881

I'm going to close public hearing. I would like to make a clarification from the Clerk's Office that 882

I have a note here, just for clarification, that the agenda notice was posted August 29th at 883

4:00 p.m., four full business days prior to this meeting. Is that correct? Correct. So just that you 884

would have that information. 885

And, are you up here to make comment, or are you here to get all the questions? 886

 887 

ROBERT SUMMERFIELD888

We are just here in case you or the rest of the Council have any questions for staff.889
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MAYOR GOODMAN890

Thank you. I mean, there was nothing, wrapping up from this, that you wanted to do? 891

 892 

ROBERT SUMMERFIELD893

No, Ma'am.  894

 895 

MAYOR GOODMAN896

So, at this point then, what I'm going to do is close the public hearing, and every Council person 897

that wishes to speak, we're going to hear from the Council. And then I gather, because it's been 898

mentioned, that Councilman Seroka then will be able to make his motion. And so we'll start with, 899

we’ll start down at the end with Councilwoman –  900

 901 

COUNCILMAN COFFIN902

I just wanted to ask for legal counsel to talk.903

 904 

MAYOR GOODMAN905

Oh yes, you wanted to ask, Councilman Coffin wanted – 906

 907 

COUNCILMAN COFFIN908

What I'm hoping for, Your Honor, and I'm sorry if it's going to step on your toes, because you're 909

going to get plenty of time, is this. A lot of legal assertions have been made to us – I'm a layman 910

– on various things, from implying that there wasn't sufficient notice to talking about things like 911

equitable servitude, terms I had not heard before in this particular case. 912

Also, I was led to believe that this was drafted with blinders on. This had nothing to do with any 913

one particular place. All these things have been legal assertions on both sides. And I know 914

you've been listening to this in the other room when you weren't out here. So, can you address 915

these things so we can have a clear conscience about what we are voting on? 916

 917 

BRAD JERBIC918

Perhaps I could take a stab at addressing the relevant things, because I think, in large part, a lot 919

of the stuff that was said on both sides was, in my opinion, irrelevant. We're not here to discuss 920
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equitable servitude or a possible lawsuit that the neighbors may have against the developer. 921

That's not what this is today. We're agendaed for one thing and one thing only, and that's a 922

moratorium.  923

And the law, as it applies to moratoriums, is that you need to identify specific problems that are 924

not currently addressed in our Code or in our policies, and your staff has done that. And then you 925

have to decide if you want to impose a moratorium for a fixed period of time, because you have a 926

specific solution you want to achieve. That's the only thing we're here to discuss. The rest of it, to 927

me, is interesting, but it's not relevant to the moratorium one way or the other.  928

As opposed, when it comes to notice, that is certainly a judgment call on your part. I think it is 929

important when anybody is affected by something of this magnitude that they have adequate 930

notice. You've heard an individual who's affected by this explain that they have not, in their 931

opinion, had adequate notice. You can cure that today if you wanted to hold this in abeyance for 932

a period of time, or you can vote on it too, because it's absolutely legally noticed and posted.  933

So, as far as all the arguments that are made are concerned, the only one I think that you really 934

need to decide today is whether or not you think there is a, for want of a better term, crisis that 935

could be averted with a moratorium of a fixed period of time.  936

 937 

MAYOR GOODMAN938

Thank you very much. Does that answer your question? 939

 940 

COUNCILMAN COFFIN941

We’ve had previous moratoriums. They were referenced, Mayor. One was called I think on 942

water hookups by the Water Authority, Water District maybe 25 years ago. So there have been 943

moratoria determined to be useful in slowing down local governments from doing what they 944

have done over the years, building too fast too much. So the thing is this, it's not aimed at one 945

particular development, because I know that's what the assertion is there. I thought it would be 946

neutral.947

If all applications that are in are still in process, that's avoiding an ex post facto situation, and 948

then my understanding was the only thing that could not be accepted was applications, new 949

applications, but also that all pre-app work, which is the lion's share of the stuff, is still able to 950
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continue. You can come in tomorrow, next week and you can start working with a pre-951

application on a project anywhere in the area. 952

 953 

BRAD JERBIC954

If I could, I wanted to actually hit that point specifically, because there's been representations by 955

neighbors they want this to apply to any existing applications. Are there any existing 956

applications? 957

 958 

ROBERT SUMMERFIELD959

Your Honor, through you, at this time, we have no applications submitted that have been 960

accepted by the Planning Department that would be affected by this moratorium. We do have a 961

submission for a request for a pre-application conference, but a pre-application conference is not 962

a submitted land use application. So, at this time, as I stated earlier, we're in a window where we 963

have no submitted applications, so there's no grandfathered or anything. There's no application 964

that is currently in the pipeline that would be heard contrary to this moratorium. 965

 966 

COUNCILMAN COFFIN967

Your Honor, I would like – 968

 969 

ROBERT SUMMERFIELD970

We do have pre-application requests in right now that our staff is working with the applicant to 971

resolve the submittal requirements for that pre-app. 972

 973 

MAYOR GOODMAN974

If I may, Mr. Summerfield, I think there's been a suggestion that something is in the pipeline, and 975

I think there needs to be clarification. But I'm going to call on Brad Jerbic, from the comment, 976

one representative from the developer what is, in your opinion, has been submitted. There was 977

some reference to something was already submitted.978
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FRANK PANKRATZ979

The 17.49 acres, 435 that was approved previously by the City Council, we have continued to 980

work diligently with our consultants to make and prepare the submittals pursuant to the SDR and 981

the other approvals related to that. With respect to the 61, I know there's litigation on that, but it 982

was something that we had in the pipeline. We've made some pre-apps.  983

 984 

MAYOR GOODMAN985

So is there, beyond the 350 or whatever the number is on the Alta-Rampart corner, is there 986

anything else in the pipeline to specifically address the issue and the comment from 987

Mr. Summerfield that Planning has nothing there? Is there something else there, there? 988

 989 

CHRIS KAEMPFER 990

Again, Chris Kaempfer here, now on behalf of the applicant. We have filed for the pre-submittal. 991

We filed those documents. Those documents have been accepted. I appreciate what Mr. 992

Summerfield is saying. We disagree with his assertion that when you have filed an application, a 993

pre-submittal application, that that's not part of the application process. Secondly, no one is 994

gonna, no one is gonna suggest that the application that was filed for the 61 homes on the 35 995

acres is in any way subject to this moratorium, nor is the 435 that were already approved. 996

 997 

MAYOR GOODMAN998

Okay. There's the point of clarification we need to hear from Mr. Jerbic.  999

 1000 

BRAD JERBIC1001

Let me jump in, and I think I can cut to the chase here real quick. Under no circumstances would 1002

this moratorium affect the already approved 435. I think everybody knows that. Second, the 1003

application for the 61 that was denied, it does not affect that. That's going to go through the court 1004

system. They'll either agree with the Council, or they'll agree with the applicant. But either way, 1005

that's not affected by this.  1006

But there is a policy decision to be made here when it comes to applications in the system. And 1007

we don't need to debate whether or not what you have in is really an application or not. I think 1008

that the Council can make a moratorium retroactive to a certain date for pending applications, 1009
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because there's no right to a pending application. And so I think that and you need to decide 1010

amongst yourselves, through a debate here today, whether or not you really want to do that. But 1011

that is something that you can do.  1012

Because we see constantly if you have a moratorium and you give a lot of notice, let's say two or 1013

three months' notice, everybody comes flooding in with applications, so your moratorium is 1014

worthless. So you do have the ability if you want to go back and say it goes back to June 1st or 1015

July 1st or August 1st, but you need to make that decision today. It's not written that way now.1016

 1017 

MAYOR GOODMAN1018

And there doesn't have to be re-notification on what you've just specified to allow us to vote in 1019

that manner should the Council decide to? 1020

 1021 

BRAD JERBIC1022

No. I do not believe it needs to be re-noticed. 1023

 1024 

MAYOR GOODMAN1025

Okay. I would question that. So I think that –1026

 1027 

COUNCILMAN COFFIN1028

Your Honor, there's one last point. I'm sorry. 1029

 1030 

MAYOR GOODMAN1031

Okay. Please.  1032

 1033 

COUNCILMAN COFFIN1034

Robert was taking a long time to getting around to answering my question, so maybe we'll just 1035

put it on Brad. Brad, again, I was trying to get an answer to the question: Does this affect at all 1036

any of the normal pre-application effort that goes on, sometimes for months and years, in order 1037

to get ready for the application? To kind of know –1038
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BRAD JERBIC1039

The answer, Mr. Summerfield, is to say no, it does not affect that. They would accept pre-apps. 1040

The other thing I want to put on the record is it does not affect the ability for private parties to 1041

negotiate a development agreement. So, at any point in time during this six-month period, 1042

without application to the City, HOAs, neighbors, the developer can sit down and negotiate 1043

whatever they want. 1044

And if there were a resolution by some miracle – I say that tongue in cheek – if there was some 1045

resolution in less than six months, you could always rescind the resolution and bring it back or 1046

make an exception for a development agreement. So there's nothing to prevent dialogue. There's 1047

nothing to prevent a pre-app process.1048

And I want to put one more thing on the record too, because I know that there have been security 1049

issues that have been brought to my attention, and I've shared it with everybody else. 1050

Unfortunately, not only is the golf course dead, but people have ended up using it for recreational 1051

things that are totally inappropriate. Mr. Lowie sent me a picture of an individual on a dirt bike 1052

using the golf course as their private motocross track. At some point in time, this is a security 1053

issue not just for the property owner and the liability they may have, but for the City as well.  1054

And so there's nothing in this moratorium, and I need Mr. Summerfield and Mr. Lowenstein to 1055

opine on this, I don't believe there's anything in this agreement that would prevent somebody 1056

from asking for a security fence or other things to abate the nuisance that's occurring out there 1057

right now. 1058

 1059 

MAYOR GOODMAN1060

But if in fact that Council should vote against the moratorium, that does not preclude the parties 1061

from continuing to talk or anything else, correct? 1062

 1063 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1064

No. It does not. No.1065
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BRAD JERBIC1066

I would like to have Planning on the record talking about that, because I think that's a significant 1067

issue, and I don't think it's anybody's intention to prevent anybody from providing security for a 1068

site like this or any other site so burdened. 1069

 1070 

MAYOR GOODMAN1071

But that has to do with whether or not this Council votes in favor of the moratorium or against it. 1072

You're making a point about the security of the property. So whether there's a moratorium agreed 1073

to by this Council or not, the request is out there about the security. 1074

 1075 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1076

Your Honor, if I could address the security issue, maybe we could get an answer here. We 1077

applied to put a fence up to prevent some of the things we were talking about. We were told we 1078

had to go through this process. 1079

 1080 

MAYOR GOODMAN1081

Well, let's not do this now. Let's have a conversation. You can meet with Mr. Jerbic. I think we 1082

have an issue right here on this resolution, and that's what we're supposed to be about. 1083

 1084 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1085

Okay. All right. 1086

 1087 

MAYOR GOODMAN1088

So my only concern was listening to Councilman Coffin. From the vantage point of our 1089

Planning, is there anything in the pipeline, so to speak, and the continuation of what you're doing 1090

on the corner property at Alta and Rampart continues to move forward, that the other piece was 1091

denied according to, the 61 units was denied, so that's off the page.  1092

So the only thing is continuing but, and that's what Brad Jerbic had just said, that the 61 acres, 1093

the 61 pieces in the northwest corner, that was denied by Council?1094
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BRAD JERBIC1095

That's correct.  1096

 1097 

MAYOR GOODMAN1098

Correct. And so what's in the, the only thing that's in that they're working on right now is Alta 1099

and Rampart. 1100

 1101 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1102

Just so the record is clear, we appealed that denial to court. We filed a complaint.  1103

 1104 

MAYOR GOODMAN1105

Okay. No. I think you have that on record.1106

 1107 

BRAD JERBIC1108

Let me put a fine point on it, Chris.  1109

 1110 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1111

Depending on what the court does, we'll decide whether we put the 61 there or not. It's out of the 1112

hands of the – 1113

 1114 

MAYOR GOODMAN1115

Okay. That's legal. It's not our decision.  1116

 1117 

BRAD JERBIC1118

What I was gonna say is, if the court were to overrule the Council, this moratorium would not 1119

prohibit the 61 from being developed.  1120

 1121 

MAYOR GOODMAN1122

Correct.1123
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BRAD JERBIC1124

The court will control. 1125

 1126 

MAYOR GOODMAN1127

Okay. Thank you very much. All right, now we're going to go ahead. Councilwoman Fiore? 1128

 1129 

COUNCILWOMAN FIORE1130

Thank you. Wow. Okay. So I have a lot of notes, and I'm going to try to really refrain for making 1131

sure I use the right vernacular here because, and I want to make sure that I address my peers 1132

sitting up here on this Council first, and it is very, very important that you folks understand that 1133

this moratorium affects Ward 6 greatly, 10 times more than Ward 2. So I feel very personal 1134

about this moratorium.  1135

We are talking about Badlands Golf Course versus Ward 6 that has Silverstone Golf Course, 1136

parks. We just got done before this talking about our vision that includes open spaces. I am 1137

literally going back and forth from Washington, D.C., working with our congressional delegate 1138

on BLM matters. I'm working with our Commissioners Kirkpatrick and Brown on land that we're 1139

looking at building together, equestrian parks.1140

Okay. So this moratorium affects Badlands, but it affects all of Ward 6, and I am adamantly 1141

opposed to this. When you start putting in a brush, a brush stroke for the City of Las Vegas that 1142

affects my ward more than the own council member's ward. I'm sorry, but this particular 1143

language, when it looks like a duck and smells like a duck and walks like a duck, it's a duck. This 1144

ain't got nothing to do with moratorium for the better of the City of Las Vegas.1145

And I've got to tell you, as a City Councilwoman from Ward 6, we just got done spending $1,300 1146

mailing out over 1,700 invites, because I'm having a Silverstone community meeting tonight in 1147

my community. Last night, I spent the night with my police officers and my community 1148

members remembering 9/11. I'm very active with my community. 1149

My Silverstone folks do not have the problems of Ward 2. My Silverstone folks are very 1150

protective with their CC&Rs. So my fellow council members, I am going to just say a few more 1151

words here, but I urge you that a vote on this is a vote against Ward 6, and that is not okay with 1152

me.  1153
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So, first off, this moratorium attempts to correct a legal problem that is existing on only one 1154

development in the City. Las Vegas has two golf course communities that are currently what 1155

many consider a blight. Both of these communities have had the water turned off of their golf 1156

courses, and they are both suffering decreased property values.1157

Now, when I met with some of Badlands folks, their biggest concern was property values, and 1158

we have done nothing on this Council to help them with property values. As a matter of fact, 1159

we've done just the opposite, and we've hurt them. Okay. And most of the folks yelling and 1160

screaming up here, that claim to live on Badlands, they're moving. Okay. That’s,  I'm trying to be 1161

calm, but this is very upsetting. 1162

One of these communities has the necessary legal protections to keep developers from 1163

developing on open space land. The other does not. My community has the legal protections.1164

This moratorium would treat both these developments the same. Silverstone is one of these 1165

developments, and that's my ward. And according to the recorded CC&Rs in Silverstone, a 1166

developer needs 75 percent of the homeowners before they can change the use of any existing 1167

golf course. A moratorium does not help the residents of my Silverstone. I believe it's in the best 1168

interest of the residents of Silverstone to decide what happens in Silverstone, not this 1169

moratorium.  1170

So, we're having a meeting tonight, tonight, and I'm going to have about over a hundred of my 1171

residents tonight. I have two of my residents here, and there's always factions in Silverstone, and 1172

I love them all. And we have worked so hard with the Silverstone residents. I spent an evening at 1173

Pat Spilatro's house 8 o’clock at night calling Vicky, our code enforcer, making her go up there, 1174

stopping tractors, recording 1.8 million dollar liens against the developers because he's against 1175

my people in Ward 6.  1176

This moratorium affects Ward 6 much more than Ward 2, and I take high offense to it. And to 1177

my fellow Council members, I urge you not to vote against me and my ward for one legal 1178

problem in Ward 2. I'll end with that. 1179

 1180 

MAYOR GOODMAN1181

Thank you. Okay. Councilman Anthony?1182
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COUNCILMAN ANTHONY1183

Thank you, Mayor. As has been mentioned, we've been doing this for two years now. And I'll 1184

just briefly touch on Badlands and really get to this resolution. 1185

So, I think I've been pretty clear the last two years that Queensridge is a master plan community. 1186

It was finished. The people that moved in there felt like it was finished. The Badlands Golf 1187

Course was purchased, and they do have a right to develop it.1188

I've been just paying attention to how it’s been, how it wants to be developed, and I've been very 1189

critical in the development plans, because I don't think at this point they have been really 1190

compatible to what really should be built in the Queensridge community.1191

So that's something in the future. We'll probably be talking about this forever. But really, what 1192

we're talking about today is, technically, we're not talking about Badlands, Queensridge. We're 1193

talking about this particular resolution.  1194

And I actually like the resolution. It really, it’s the first time we have talked about principles that 1195

should be incorporated into, and I'll just read from the resolution, but it talks about 23 master 1196

planned developments. It talks about specifically 11 Master Plan Areas, Special Area Plans, 1197

common open spaces.1198

So, I guess this is kind of the first time that we've actually started a discussion about principles 1199

and things that we should engage in when we talk about developing these golf course 1200

communities, these master plan communities, these open spaces. And the principles that they put 1201

in here, I mean, I agree with them. We should be talking about – I mean, it's on this PowerPoint 1202

presentation, but it's in the resolution. It talks about some general requirements that we should 1203

consider. It talks about public engagement requirements we should consider when we develop 1204

these specific communities. It talks about best practices, environmental assessment worksheets.  1205

I mean, this is all, I think this is all great stuff. It talks about traffic studies and master drainage 1206

and master sewer systems and engaging with the school district and police department and talks 1207

about public facilities, infrastructure requirements, development standards. Development 1208

standards go on for a couple of pages and fire code enforcement.  1209

So, I think this is really a great discussion that we should start, and you guys should lead it, and 1210

we should be talking about changing Title 19 to incorporate some of these – issues for future 1211

discussion when it comes to these master plan/golf course communities that want to be, want to 1212

change and are going to maybe have to change because of the property, private property rights.1213
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I guess the part that bothers me is this moratorium ‘cause it's a six-month moratorium, but it's for 1214

the entire City of Las Vegas. And a couple of the terms that have been thrown up, Mr. 1215

Jimmerson mentioned emergency; even our counsel mentioned it's a crisis. There's some kind of 1216

crisis. There's some kind of emergency that's occurring in the City of Las Vegas that causes us to 1217

put everything to a stop, to basically tie our hands for six months.  1218

We can't do anything when it comes to these particular decisions. We just have to sit up here and 1219

kind of do nothing, because we're going to implement that moratorium, and, you know, that kind 1220

of bothers me a little bit. I don't want to all of a sudden say I can't make a decision about 1221

anything that affects my ward or somebody else's ward, and you know, that really, I mean, we 1222

don't do that very often, where we just say there's an emergency and everything has to come to a 1223

halt. I mean, that's kind of tough.  1224

So, you know, if the motion or the final outcome today was, hey, we need to implement these 1225

general principles moving forward, develop, direct our staff to implement these when it comes to 1226

future master plan community developments that are going to come up in the future, we want 1227

you to do that and bring some product back to us for us to decide on and approve and do those 1228

sorts of things, I think that would be excellent. I think that would be very productive.1229

But today, I mean I can't, I have to support Councilwoman Fiore (sic) when she says that this 1230

moratorium is going to really kill her when it comes to dealing with the Silverstone Golf Course. 1231

I mean, that's a big deal for me when she says that. And she has her issues with Silverstone. 1232

Obviously, Councilman Seroka has his issues in his ward, and I have to vote on all this stuff, and 1233

I have no problem voting on it. But when she says this moratorium is gonna hurt her dealing with 1234

the issues at that golf course, I have to listen to that.1235

And so today, if the word is "moratorium" that we're voting on specifically, I can't support it. If 1236

the concept is these are great principles that we want our staff to implement in Title 19 to deal 1237

with future issues concerning master plan communities, whether it's Badlands or Silverstone or 1238

whatever comes up, I'll support that. So, I'm just going to have to wait and kind of see what the 1239

motion looks like, and I'll kind of go from there. But that's really my thoughts at this point.  1240

I'm going to continue to be, as I said at the beginning, when it comes to Badlands, be very 1241

critical and take a very close look at what's gonna be developed in there, because I have to listen 1242

to the residents. That's always been my focus from the beginning. I have to listen to the residents, 1243

and hopefully, we can come to some conclusion in the future.  1244
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But this is not about Badlands today. This is about doing something that affects the entire City of 1245

Las Vegas, and I don't know what the next six months holds. I don't know what’s, if a soccer 1246

complex is going to come and want to build here and all of a sudden sorry, you can't do that 1247

because we have this moratorium. I mean, I worry about those sorts of things. I want to make 1248

those decisions myself when it comes to a vote. So that's kind of where I'm at today.  1249

I mean, the public comments have really helped me, because I didn't know where I was when I 1250

first came into this today, because I saw this at the last minute myself. That was, but you all have 1251

helped me from both sides get to something that I think is kind of a compromise for both of you. 1252

So thank you very much.  1253

 1254 

MAYOR GOODMAN1255

Thank you. Councilman Coffin wanted to speak? 1256

 1257 

COUNCILMAN COFFIN1258

Okay. Thank you, Ma'am. I want to say this. This is not the death of development as we know it, 1259

not the death of Las Vegas as we know it. As I see, this resolution, in many ways, it's 1260

implementing what we have been wanting to do, but don't put in language. And maybe the word 1261

"moratorium" is probably, you know, a bad use of language, because it implies there's a very 1262

pejorative definition in this community about the word "moratorium."  1263

But we are, we don't use that here. What we use is that we are a smart city. So we call ourselves 1264

one. We've been recognized as a smart city, and it has to do with more than technology. It has to 1265

do with what I see is already a more common sense approach to development. This town, this 1266

county has tax problems because so much development was allowed everywhere and anywhere 1267

somebody wanted to do it. And it became unpatriotic in this state to say: Let's slow things down 1268

a little bit.1269

You don't need all the perspective I have to give, so I'll just give you a little bit of it. It is that 25 1270

years ago, Congresswoman, now Congresswoman Titus, when she was a Senator, proposed a 1271

ring around the Valley to try to put some limitations, very limitations out there. We're still not 1272

out to where her ring was in any event. She took a horsewhipping on that one, and the developers 1273

came up and killed it and said it's the end of life as we know it and end of development, end of 1274

Las Vegas.1275
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So, you know, it's this hyperbole that kind of gets to us and why we have to overcome that 1276

hyperbole. I'm glad the home builders are here to monitor this, but I haven't seen them come up 1277

with a bunch of hyperbole because they know better. They know this doesn't affect all of Las 1278

Vegas.1279

 From what I see, it only affects places that are either golf courses, that have enough land in there 1280

to maybe be converted into something like houses and common, common open spaces, common. 1281

Not every subdivision in town, actually very few really have so-called common open spaces. But 1282

where they are, they're so small that, you know, I mean who's going to buy them and then try to 1283

put a development in the middle of – besides the usual opposition. So I don't think that this 1284

affects at all the entire city of Las Vegas, not one whit. Okay. 1285

Now then, as far as what we've been doing here, the Councilman from Ward 4 has said we 1286

should be looking at the principles aspect of this, and maybe the moratorium is heartburn, and he 1287

wouldn't support it if there was moratorium language. But really, when you think about it, this 1288

council two hours ago, two hours ago just voted unanimously to approve a vision plan for a big, 1289

big chunk of Ward 6 – more housing. And it's pretty and it’ll be very, very nice, but it's more 1290

housing.1291

And yet, I don't know if Councilwoman from Ward 2 still has to realize that what we realized 1292

when we voted to approve and endorse the monument out there, that we put a choke point on not 1293

only Ward 6 but the entire city, because all that can happen now in the future is a very narrow 1294

neck of development past the Paiutes and past other federal lands, and maybe we'll get to expand 1295

out somewhere close to Indian Springs.1296

So it is really, really important for us to start thinking smart now about every acre we entitle. 1297

And this is harmless. This is truly harmless, but it does set forth the principles that we want 1298

without any damage to any property rights. This is what we should have been doing a long time 1299

ago. We fought this battle in Carson City for so many years, because there wasn't enough money 1300

for local government to service all the people they provided permits for.  1301

That's the damndest thing here. Councils and Commissions all over the place said yes, yes, yes to 1302

every developer. And yet, in the end, they didn't have the tax money, the taxability, the tax base 1303

to service the needs of all those people. And we're facing that right now. You know, we're 1304

underfunded for a lot of stuff.1305
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So I'll end by saying I support this. And it is not anti-development. It is not the end of life as we 1306

know it. 1307

 1308 

MAYOR GOODMAN1309

Thank you. Councilman Barlow? 1310

 1311 

COUNCILMAN BARLOW1312

Thank you, Mayor. And I appreciate all the hard work that staff has done in relation to this 1313

ordinance and also my colleague for bringing this item forward. 1314

After reviewing it all last night and into this morning and listening to those that are for and 1315

against the proposal before us here today on our agenda, I have to look at this as being very 1316

broad in scope. I believe that we have the ability as Council members to in fact direct staff 1317

without enforcing a moratorium to get the work done that you're proposing to get done. 1318

I don't believe we need to do that in such a formal way of an ordinance. I believe it sends the 1319

wrong message to the entire development community in the City of Las Vegas and throughout 1320

the City of Las Vegas. 1321

And so, for that, what I would like to do is direct you all to continue to move forward in the 1322

capacity in which you're looking to bring a proposal back to this Council and do just that within 1323

the six-month time span that you brought before us.  1324

But I don't believe we need to do it in the form of an official moratorium, because it sends the 1325

wrong message, at least from my perspective, to the entire business community as it relates to the 1326

City of Las Vegas is pausing on future developments. There can be a lot of great ideas, 1327

suggestions, proposals submitted within a six-month period. The Mayor mentioned earlier to me 1328

that look what happened in one day in Houston. One day changed the entire trajectory of an 1329

entire city.1330

And so, for that, Las Vegas and specifically downtown, there's a lot of synergy that's taking place 1331

out in the far northwest to include here in the downtown community with developments that are 1332

coming on board. And so, for that, I can't support the moratorium, but I do support you all 1333

moving forward with your proposal as to looking at all of the land, the various zonings and the 1334

developments of open spaces and parks as you all have briefed us on yesterday. And so, for that, 1335

I can't support the ordinance as it stands today. Thank you.1336
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MAYOR GOODMAN1337

Thank you. Councilwoman, do you want to speak, or shall I go first? What is your wish? 1338

 1339 

COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1340

You can go first. 1341

 1342 

MAYOR GOODMAN 1343

Okay. Well, first of all, I want to thank you. And I know we've been hearing for two years about 1344

Badlands. And I think the suggestion that's here, and it doesn't come without a great deal of 1345

thought and heart and efforts by so many people, first of all, I thought what we were doing in our 1346

master planning of the City of Las Vegas that we've all been working on over the past years, and 1347

in fact I think Mr. Summerfield, you were very much participatory in leading it as we went 1348

through a master plan development with the business community, with all different meetings 1349

pulling people in from the county, actually from everywhere to be looking at how do we make 1350

Las Vegas a better place. And I think that's what we drive for all the time is how do we do this.  1351

I don't remember who mentioned this in our speaking, people who’ve addressed us and I do hear 1352

both sides of every issue, and I like to wait for this time, because it's the only time we can all sit 1353

together and participate in the whole conversation. But I do look at this, and it may have come 1354

from counsel, that we have just come out from a singularly difficult recession where everything 1355

went on pause, people were laid off. It's simply terrible. 1356

Now is the time, we are about development and redevelopment and expansion. We have, we do 1357

have the Golden Knights and we do have the USL coming in, and we do have the Raiders. And 1358

thank heavens, we have the medical school.  1359

So, for us, I had always assumed that our City staff was always out there. I don't care which 1360

department it is, whether it's in parking or whether it's in recreation, that we have been this city 1361

out in the front, whether it's homelessness and housing veterans, that we're always looking to 1362

best practices everywhere. We are unique here. 1363

And so, the fact that it's almost like this is brand new, to me, we've always been doing this. We 1364

look for it. We hunger for where other cities and communities thrive. So listening and I was 1365

really, I like the way Councilman Anthony addressed the issues that happened to be in this 1366
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resolution, and I thought we were doing all those things all the time. And maybe after 18 years of 1367

Goodman's understanding what our staff was doing, maybe I was off the page a little bit.1368

But I know how hard everybody works, loves this city, loves the community, and we are trying 1369

to make Las Vegas the very best it can be for every resident and continue developing and being 1370

attractive for developers to bring money in here, take – we've got open land space. We've got 1371

Downtown Symphony Park. That was something that was owned by the Union Pacific years ago. 1372

And we needed land to develop in the core of the City.1373

So all of these pieces and speaking of putting a moratorium on, I hear that. And even if it were a 1374

moratorium that allowed developers and we could persuade developers coming into our 1375

community that it doesn't mean you and you can't plan or invest, the reality of the word suggests 1376

the wrong thing to me.  1377

And so, I really and I do recall our last vote, which was four to three. It was voted down to allow 1378

any further development out at the Badlands. And this seems today, again, to be about the 1379

Badlands, where the resolution really is more comprehensive, more broad-based. And our City 1380

Counsel, “sel”, has brought us back again to the focus this is about this particular resolution, and 1381

it does entail a moratorium.  1382

I think at a critical time in the development of our community, redevelopment, expansion, 1383

Badlands issue is a piece. I just really feel that our Master Plan that we've been working on for 1384

the City, for the whole City, with meetings and involving business people and nonprofits and 1385

taking a big scope, we want to continue to do that. We want to continue on the specifics with law 1386

enforcement and fire, which we have always done.  1387

And so, my sense, it's not, and as I recall too in that vote, prior to the 4-3 vote, we had asked for 1388

an extension of 30 days, as I recall, with legal stepping back, so specific to Badlands, 1389

conversation could continue. We talked specifically to Badlands, even going further than a 30 1390

days, except there were legal issues that were involved.  1391

So, my sense is from all of this, this is a town that needs to keep growing and attracting at this 1392

particular time really working very hard to make up for what's happened in the recession. I think 1393

planning and development over the years has been phenomenal. We weathered a very, very 1394

tough time. I just, I can't support any moratorium at all. And I think, and I would hope the three 1395

of us who voted against that last issuance that because we got so close to making things work, 1396
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we would continue, the discussions would continue, but that was voted down. And so that's off 1397

the table, in my opinion, at this time.  1398

But we don't want to slow up development, whether it's in Wards one, two, three, four, five or 1399

six. We want to continue, but we always have to rely on Planning and our DSC to bring us the 1400

right information, always continuing to look at places like Orlando or big metropolitan areas and 1401

what are we doing in transportation. It was all part of the Master Plan we were already involved 1402

in.1403

So, I think the direction, and I think Councilman Anthony really hit it by going over the specifics 1404

in the resolution. We would want staff to continue on this, which I had assumed we were already 1405

doing over these 18 years that staff was going and learning from other cities. Six months isn't 1406

going to make a bit of difference. It could hurt us in the redevelopment process, all told. So I 1407

cannot stand behind any moratorium.  1408

We need to keep moving ahead and have the faith that this is a community that wants to build, 1409

develop, and become a world-class city, where those who live anywhere in the world can look at 1410

us and see. But we do need to make sure that we have all the pieces in place so that the planning 1411

process – and I heard the word "process" – the planning process is one that we really have 1412

crossed the T's and dotted the I's.  1413

So, with that, I think I've said just about enough, and I don't know if Councilman, 1414

Councilwoman, Mayor Pro Tem, would like to say anything, but I'm gonna go then to 1415

Councilman Seroka for his motion.  1416

 1417 

COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1418

First, I want to compliment staff that put this together and presented it to us and to Councilman 1419

Seroka for thinking that the problem is not just going to be in this one area. It's going to be in 1420

other areas coming up. But it will vary, I think, according to what specific golf course, what's the 1421

place that it exists, and such and such as was mentioned by the Councilwoman for Ward 6. 1422

From the very beginning, I have stated that I thought we were a little shaky. We were shaky on 1423

how we did this. And you know what? I think that might be forgiven, because we've never done 1424

this before. Nobody in the City has done this before with a big developer coming in and using 1425

the golf course and so forth and so on. So I have felt what is it that we did and that we didn't do 1426
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as far as developing a plan, and people would say: Well, this happened. No that didn't happen. 1427

And so it was very confusing. 1428

And, as Councilman Anthony has spoken out about already, as I went through these things, I 1429

said: Gee, a lot of this should have been done, but perhaps wasn't done. For example, we have 1430

the environmental assessment workshop. And you've mentioned so many others – the sewer 1431

study, the master drainage study, the flood study. Some of those we did, some of them we didn't 1432

do. And the master developer responsible for coordinating with the Clark County Regional Flood 1433

Control. A specific description of the plan area proposed to be retained including the acreage, 1434

number of holes, and any operational agreements – a lot of that we have, but a lot we didn't have 1435

that came in there.  1436

However, and when I spoke with Mr. Seroka, I told him that when he mentioned the resolution, 1437

that I felt I could support this. However, I'm worried now, because as I go through this more, as I 1438

have more time to go through it, I find things that concern me that I think maybe reach too far. 1439

And one of this is, for example, on page three, number c, if the plan area is governed by 1440

covenants, conditions and restrictions, the master developer shall address the issue of majority 1441

member acceptance prior to submittal of any formal application to the City. 1442

Well, okay, here you come and people obviously are looking out for their homes and their rights 1443

and things like that, and they're thinking of that first. How are you going to make sure you're 1444

going to be able to, at any time, get a majority member acceptance, or if they aren't going for it, 1445

are they right or is somebody else right? I'm just saying that's a difficult burden I feel to fall on a 1446

developer.1447

However, I think that that PPP, the Public Participation Program, coordinating and deducting that 1448

public outreach, I think that helping that through our Planning Department, and I think that's 1449

good too. 1450

I have backed, in all the 12 years I've been here, I have backed residents probably as strong as 1451

anybody has ever. And I feel that they should be heard, and I feel that their needs should be 1452

addressed. But I don't think this is going to do it in the way it needs to be done. 1453

I'm concerned about having a moratorium. I'm not a business person, but I'm concerned about a 1454

moratorium and what it would do to us. And because if you look at page two in the first 1455

sentence, the redevelopment of a portion of or total of a golf course or common open space; 1456
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believe it or not, we have common open spaces in Ward 1, some of which are being utilized by 1457

the people, the neighbors around it and some by a private person.  1458

And so again, it seems to me to reach broadly past where we are. And I would like to also say 1459

that please don't tell me only 20 people weren't in favor of this. I'm getting more than 20 calls all 1460

the time. Every time this comes up, I get far more than 20 calls. So I know it's not just 20 people 1461

holding it up.1462

So what I'm saying is this. I think we need what he's got in here. I think we need to cover these 1463

things specifically. I think they have to be tied up better. I think we have to tweak them so that 1464

they're not overbroad, but we need this. And I think if we had had this type of thing from the 1465

beginning, we wouldn't be in the mess we're in now, not knowing: Is this person telling the truth? 1466

Is that person telling? It's been like a ping-pong game for us here trying to understand who's 1467

giving us accurate information.  1468

Oh my God, he's got religious already. So what I'm saying is this. Why can't we do the things 1469

that are mentioned today to do without calling a moratorium? Why can't we pick up where we 1470

were, get together? I still feel we should have a couple of Council members on it so they can 1471

understand where we are and how we make decisions. But why couldn't we do this? We can do 1472

all of these things if they have not been done. Why couldn't we do this in not a whole lot of time, 1473

because my gosh, I think by now, we're pretty well knowledgeable about all this stuff. It's been 1474

over two years.1475

But why couldn't we do this without having a moratorium? Because you know what, if someone 1476

wants to come up and they say, hey, I want to (inaudible) the moratorium, we have the right to 1477

say no. We want to complete what we're doing before we make a vote. We have a right to say if 1478

you want to put it on the agenda, okay, but we need to abey it until we've got all this going right. 1479

So I don't think we need the moratorium, and that would be my very big concern about this 1480

today. Thank you. 1481

 1482 

MAYOR GOODMAN1483

Okay. Thank you. At this time then, I'm going to turn this over to Councilman Seroka to make 1484

his motion, and we'll go from there.1485
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COUNCILMAN SEROKA1486

Thank you, Mayor. Before I make my motion, I just want to share a few thoughts. I really 1487

appreciate the work of the staff. You worked a concept and you ran it to ground quickly, and you 1488

covered a lot of ground. A lot of research was required, and I appreciate the support of the legal 1489

staff in also putting this together. 1490

And this discussion today has been very valuable. That's the purpose of what we do here today. 1491

And I just wanted to assure everyone here, as I've heard your comments about the concerns about 1492

the moratorium, I agree with all of them. And at the same time, most of the concerns would not 1493

have been affected by the moratorium.  1494

But let me just share a little bit more. I think it's been established that we have a policy and a 1495

procedure for most everything in the City except for this specifically. And the primary reason I 1496

even put this forward for this great discussion that we had, and that's what it was, was a 1497

consideration and a discussion, was because I've watched for two years what has been a pretty 1498

challenging and frankly an embarrassing period for our City. We even pitted neighbor against 1499

neighbor and friend against friend, and it has been a high cost to both developers and residents 1500

alike.1501

I know we're all ready to move past this. And I know it may be difficult for some to understand, 1502

but my concern is for everyone. My concern is for the developers, and my concern is for the 1503

homeowners. But what I think we've had here unfortunately is we've had a failure in policy, and I 1504

think we've talked about that today. And that's why we've had so much back and forth discussion 1505

because we didn't have a policy.  1506

We tried to inappropriately apply policies that were developed for open space, never before 1507

developed land and trying to apply that to previously developed land, where it wasn't compatible 1508

and didn't fit. And we also have a perceived failure of leadership. We were in it. We've been 1509

unable to lead our community through a challenging time.  1510

So, what we have here is an opportunity, and it sounds like there is great support for this is to be 1511

able to eliminate these false perceptions and replace it with an equitable, transparent and fair 1512

process. And I think we just need to allow our amazing staff here the opportunity to do what it 1513

does best, establish a solid process that respects the developer, gives the people a voice from the 1514

beginning, and protects the City from unintended budget consequences and even us 1515

unintentionally stepping on people's rights.  1516
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And I do want to share that I think the City must bear some responsibility for these failures in the 1517

past, including the most recent denial of the Badlands 250 development agreement as we had no 1518

guidelines for the developer to even follow. So it made it challenging for him to even put forth a 1519

solid product for us. However, we now have a window of time to affect that, and I appreciate the 1520

conversation up here about saying, yes, there sounds like there is a need to refine our policy a 1521

little bit, and we can move forward with that.1522

With that, I've heard and respectfully appreciate the discussion up here. So I'm thinking while the 1523

moratorium is not a popular idea, which the whole idea behind the moratorium was just to give 1524

people time and opportunity to flesh out these ideas that we've talked about. And that was the 1525

whole idea. That was an outline of concepts to consider and just put some meat on those so we 1526

could respect the developer and the homeowners and even the City so that we know what to 1527

expect ahead of time, and we don't have to argue about it here in Council chambers. We know 1528

what to expect.1529

And that's the whole point of it was to have a transparent, equitable and fair process, because we 1530

do need development in our community. And I've often said I am not anti-development. I'm pro 1531

smart development. And I know we can get there, as long as we're working toward that equitable 1532

goal. That's it. That's really the bottom line.  1533

And we also have an opportunity to establish leadership in Southern Nevada by coming up and 1534

meeting this challenge, because yes, we happened to have this first and, as our staff knows, 1535

there's communities around the country that are decades ahead of this, on this that we can learn 1536

from. 1537

So I'm thinking that I would like to – 1538

 1539 

MAYOR GOODMAN1540

Just go ahead and move your motion. 1541

 1542 

COUNCILMAN SEROKA 1543

Okay.1544

 1545 

MAYOR GOODMAN 1546

And then if it goes, it passes, and if it fails, the subject is closed.1547
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COUNCILMAN SEROKA1548

Right.1549

 1550 

MAYOR GOODMAN1551

That's it. Up or down. 1552

 1553 

BRAD JERBIC1554

If the motion is to approve the resolution, that is, that’s one motion that could be made. Another 1555

motion would be to approve the content of the resolution without approving the resolution, 1556

without the six-month moratorium. So it would be to give staff direction to put together, as soon 1557

as possible, six months or less, the kind of policies and procedures that are referred to in the 1558

moratorium without the six-month moratorium being put in place.  1559

 1560 

COUNCILWOMAN FIORE1561

Your Honor? 1562

 1563 

MAYOR GOODMAN1564

Yes, please. 1565

 1566 

COUNCILWOMAN FIORE1567

Your Honor? 1568

 1569 

MAYOR GOODMAN1570

Please. 1571

 1572 

COUNCILWOMAN FIORE1573

I just want to make sure that we get this vote. If we want to do something different than what we 1574

just discussed for a few hours, then we start at a clean slate. This motion affects my ward the 1575

most, and I want this motion denied.1576
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MAYOR GOODMAN1577

And I would tend to agree with Councilwoman, because I think what this motion says, it's a 1578

motion to approve a resolution with a six-month and blah, blah, blah. And so the motion should 1579

be and then he can make another motion to instruct staff. And that's the way I would like to see it 1580

done, because it's clean. The motion's on the table; vote it up, vote it down. Then make a second 1581

motion, per Councilman Anthony's recommendation. That's the way I'd like to have it done.  1582

 1583 

BRAD JERBIC1584

The rule of parliamentary order here. If the Councilman wanted to amend the resolution that he's 1585

sponsoring – 1586

 1587 

MAYOR GOODMAN1588

Yeah, he could. 1589

 1590 

BRAD JERBIC1591

– this would be the time to do it. If he were to make a motion and the motion were to be denied, 1592

he would not be the next in line to make an alternative motion. It would be somebody else.  1593

 1594 

MAYOR GOODMAN1595

Correct.1596

 1597 

BRAD JERBIC1598

And so that's why I think –  1599

 1600 

MAYOR GOODMAN1601

Okay.1602

 1603 

BRAD JERBIC1604

You could do it either way, but I think he does have the option of amending his resolution if he 1605

wants to.1606
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MAYOR GOODMAN1607

Can he amend his motion to take off the six-month moratorium? 1608

 1609 

BRAD JERBIC1610

Absolutely. 1611

 1612 

MAYOR GOODMAN1613

He said he can. 1614

 1615 

COUNCILMAN ANTHONY 1616

He hasn’t made a motion. 1617

 1618 

MAYOR GOODMAN 1619

 No, I'm saying could he? No, he has not. But could he amend his motion to delete the six-month 1620

moratorium, change that motion that's here and then add in the specifics of what you said? 1621

 1622 

BRAD JERBIC1623

Let me say this so it can just be agreed to if this is what the intention is. You can move to 1624

approve direction to staff. That would be the concepts that are included in the moratorium, to 1625

come back within six months or less with the types of policies and procedures detailed in this 1626

very lengthy moratorium, this resolution, without a six-month moratorium, and you don't even 1627

need to adopt the resolution. It would just be to develop those policies and procedures. 1628

 1629 

COUNCILWOMAN FIORE1630

Your Honor? So, that kind of scares me as a new person. I would prefer this to be voted denied, 1631

‘cause it affects my ward the most. Then if he can't change it, have Stavros (sic) change it. But 1632

because now I want to go back and literally with a bigger fine-tooth comb, make sure nothing is 1633

in there that's hurting me, that's why I'm very reluctant to go your direction. I just think we need 1634

a clean slate and redo, do over.1635
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MAYOR GOODMAN1636

And I have to, Mr. Counsel, say to you that so often you have said to us vote the motion up or 1637

down as printed. Then there can be an instruction without a vote, just an instruction to staff to 1638

please do A, B, C, D. To me, what you have always said is when you have something agendized-1639

specific, which we do, you vote it up or down. You can put amendment to it, but we have to vote 1640

on a six-month moratorium and the rest of this as is.  1641

So, you know, I just tend to agree with Councilwoman because of that specific. And I don't want 1642

to find out that now we have voted on something if, in fact, he withdraws the six-month 1643

moratorium, but instructs staff, then why is there a resolution in front of us? Don't we have to 1644

address that issue first? 1645

 1646 

COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1647

Mayor, I'd like to ask a question if I could. Oh, sorry.1648

 1649 

COUNCILMAN SEROKA1650

Madame Mayor, I would like to amend my motion and have the vote on my amended motion. 1651

 1652 

MAYOR GOODMAN1653

Okay, which would be – what? 1654

 1655 

COUNCILMAN SEROKA1656

It would allow all those considerations to be accommodated. So, as the City Attorney stated, I 1657

would like to amend the motion to direct the staff to review the policy and procedures as outlined 1658

here without the six-month moratorium and come back within the six-month window for a 1659

decision by the Council, and in that time, of course, work with Council to review the policies and 1660

procedures that you have uncovered through the national search, which would give everybody an 1661

opportunity to work with you.1662

And I move that we approve the motion to do so, to direct the staff to do the homework, 1663

come back and put it before us for a vote within a six month period, most likely sooner, as 1664

they have stated, and allow the staff in the meantime to work with them and the Council 1665

members on the details, because really this was all just an opportunity to review these 1666
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concepts. And that's all it was. And so there would be nothing in stone today until they 1667

come back.1668

 1669 

COUNCILWOMAN FIORE1670

Your Honor? I'm sorry to be such a pest. I'm not liking it. I ain't feeling it. I ain't liking it. I 1671

motion to deny this, period. This is not cool with me. This affects my ward the most. Just deny 1672

this. I request my peers to deny this and come back with a clean slate and Steve (sic), I'll work 1673

with you on something better and bigger, but not affecting Ward 6. 1674

 1675 

COUNCILMAN COFFIN1676

Your Honor, if I could, please, just one thing. The motion now stands. The maker has taken out 1677

the objectionable language. And I think that there's just – 1678

 1679 

COUNCILWOMAN FIORE1680

Bob (sic), we're not sure of that. I need to go back through it with a fine-tooth comb. Just one 1681

sentence is not enough.1682

 1683 

COUNCILMAN COFFIN1684

You know, it's amazing how we do things around here. You'd be surprised what one word can 1685

do, much less one sentence. So this is a one-word change of great, momentous importance. So I 1686

am going to support his motion as amended, even though I would have preferred the original 1687

motion.1688

 1689 

MAYOR GOODMAN1690

Okay. And I have to stand with Councilwoman on this, because I know for the past six years, the 1691

motion as it written and agendized, you vote on the motion as it stands. If in fact there's an 1692

instruction to the staff, staff follows instructions. So the instruction then would be please do 1693

everything that is listed in the resolution, go ahead and follow the particulars. We are asking you, 1694

staff, follow the particulars in the body of the resolution. 1695
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But this resolution, as sent out, says clearly discussion for possible action to approve a resolution 1696

enacting a six-month moratorium on the acceptance and processing of any Title 19 land 1697

development application concerning golf course or common open space redevelopment.  1698

And I think that has always been voted as it is. So I am going to stand with Councilwoman Fiore 1699

and vote against this. Sorry.1700

And so your motion is on the floor to approve whatever you said. 1701

 1702 

COUNCILMAN SEROKA1703

And I’d just like to clarify from counsel, is that a legal motion to amend the motion and bring it 1704

forward?1705

 1706 

BRAD JERBIC1707

It is. It is, and I think to just restate it one last time for the record so it's clear, it's the direction to 1708

staff to develop policies and procedures and during that process have communication with 1709

Council members as you do it and bring it back at some point in time to the Council for 1710

consideration. That's all the motion is.  1711

 1712 

MAYOR GOODMAN1713

Okay. So there's a motion. Please vote. We need our little voting things, please. And please post. 1714

And the motion carries as read by or stated by Councilman Seroka with the input from our legal 1715

counsel (Motion to direct the staff to do the homework, come back and put it before us for a 1716

vote within a six month period, most likely sooner, as they have stated, and allow the staff 1717

in the meantime to work with them and the Council members on the details passed with  1718

Fiore and Goodman voting NO).1719

 1720 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1721

Point of clarification, if I can, please.1722

 1723 

COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1724

Before you speak, I would just like the Mayor to let me say something on this motion. I think it's 1725

very important that we have these specific guidelines when this comes up. We did not do as well 1726
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as we could have done, because this was a new thing for us. But these will help us, and I think 1727

that's why it's important, and I think that's why people voted for it. 1728

 1729 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1730

But for clarification if I might, please, on the motion. There is no moratorium. There are 1731

instructions to staff to work – and I would assume that would also include the industry as 1732

opposed to staff just working by itself – but it would include the industry and working with 1733

establishing some guidelines, but until that point in time, nothing gets in the way of the 1734

application process. We're not slowing people down. We're not saying you can't –  1735

 1736 

MAYOR GOODMAN1737

There is no moratorium. 1738

 1739 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1740

This is not a moratorium in disguise, in other words. 1741

 1742 

MAYOR GOODMAN1743

There is no moratorium based on his motion that was passed.  1744

 1745 

YOHAN LOWIE1746

It's very important to us you clarify it. 1747

 1748 

MAYOR GOODMAN1749

All right. There's no moratorium, and Councilwoman and I were voting on the specific, 1750

registered number 26, R-44-2017 as printed. We were not opposed to the instruction to staff. 1751

 1752 

YOHAN LOWIE1753

Okay. So when we filed the application that we have filed or application that we are filing are 1754

not going to be held here until the end of the study, six months. That's called – 1755
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MAYOR GOODMAN1756

No, no, no. There's no moratorium. It is only on the instruction to staff to go ahead and develop 1757

what's in that resolution.  1758

 1759 

YOHAN LOWIE1760

Thank you very much. 1761

 1762 

COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1763

However, Mayor, to tell you honestly, something can come up that the board may feel that we 1764

shouldn't vote on this now and we need to delay it for a certain reason, just to let you know that 1765

that doesn't mean something might go –  1766

 1767 

MAYOR GOODMAN1768

Same old process. 1769

 1770 

COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1771

Same old process for everything, yes. 1772

 1773 

YOHAN LOWIE1774

That's a moratorium in disguise. So that's the intention. 1775

 1776 

COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1777

Well, no, that's not a moratorium in disguise. We do that for everything, and we don't have 1778

moratoriums on things. We do that lots of times. 1779

 1780 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1781

No, but the point being made is that if in fact if you say we're not going to let you move forward 1782

with your application because we're doing something else, that's a moratorium that works like a 1783

moratorium.1784
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MAYOR GOODMAN1785

Correct. Correct. 1786

 1787 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1788

I just, and I understand very much where Councilwoman Fiore is coming from, because I think a 1789

developer of Silverstone would love to have these particular guidelines set out and then be able 1790

to say this is how why, how I'm going to be governed now instead of by CC&Rs.1791

 1792 

MAYOR GOODMAN1793

Thank you. Okay. We will move on. Thank you. That motion carries.  1794

 1795 

BRAD JERBIC1796

I'm sorry. I need to state this on the record, because it protects this Council in the future. There is 1797

no hold on applications, because the moratorium was not adopted. Staff has been directed to 1798

develop policies and procedures affecting golf courses and open space, and I'm sure staff will 1799

include the industry, yourselves obviously, as well as Council members and neighbors and the 1800

like in the formulation of that.  1801

When that policy comes back to the Council, the decision will not be made today, but there may 1802

be a decision made in the future that those policies apply retroactive to your application. And so I 1803

just want to make that part of the record. So if it's determined in the future, it won't stop your 1804

application, but those policies may well determine, may not be determined today to be 1805

retroactive –  1806

 1807 

YOHAN LOWIE1808

So that's exactly what we're worried about. And we thought it would be a violation of our land 1809

rights. It's a convention of the motion that was on the table here. But this is a moratorium in 1810

disguise that only singles out one single property; the Badlands is the property that we own, 1811

okay, and it's hurting only us. This discussion today was not for any other property in town. 1812

Everybody jumped here and say we don't want to apply to all properties. It was only for 1813

Badlands, and it's a land restriction on Badlands only. With that, we're going to run to court right 1814

now to get protection from this Council affecting further our land.1815
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BRAD JERBIC1816

What I'm saying, that's just not a –, in my opinion, that's not an issue on the table today. 1817

 1818 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1819

No, no, what I – understand that Mr. Jerbic is saying, and I agree with what he is saying is this. 1820

Nothing, you cannot, they cannot say we can't proceed with your pre-application; we cannot 1821

proceed with your application. You can file it. Now if something comes in front of this Council 1822

and this Council says, you know, we'd like to see the school impact, or we'd like to see this 1823

impact, or whatever it might be, that's something you can do on any application. 1824

 1825 

MAYOR GOODMAN1826

Correct. 1827

 1828 

CHRIS KAEMPFER 1829

But you are not singling out this property and saying, and I want that clear we're not singling out 1830

this property and saying you have to comply with all of these standards right now when they're 1831

not in effect right now.1832

 1833 

BRAD JERBIC1834

We don't even have them. 1835

 1836 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1837

Yeah, that's why I'm – all right. 1838

 1839 

COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1840

We don't have them, but, you know, some of what they're requiring you've done already too. 1841

 1842 

CHRIS KAEMPFER 1843

We have done more than 90 percent of them.1844
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COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1845

I know. 1846

 1847 

YOHAN LOWIE1848

They are in the development agreement. Which one is not in the development agreement? If you 1849

read the development agreement, which one of all these standards proposed today are not in 1850

there? 1851

 1852 

CHRIS KAEMPFER1853

She’s saying the same thing. She's agreeing with you. 1854

 1855 

YOHAN LOWIE1856

They're all in there. Why do we have to have staff, you know, make a study for this, which you 1857

already studied for two years? 1858

 1859 

COUNCILWOMAN TARKANIAN1860

I think we're on a different page here. 1861

 1862 

MAYOR GOODMAN1863

Okay.1864

(END OF DISCUSSION) 1865

/ac 1866
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By Carri Geer Thevenot Las Vegas Review-Journal

Don't miss the big stories. Like us on Facebook.

A group of Queensridge homeowners with some well-known names has

led a lawsuit over plans to build thousands of condominiums and

apartments where the neighboring Badlands Golf Club now sits.

The group, which includes businessman Jack Binion and gaming lawyer

Frank Schreck, led the complaint Tuesday in District Court in Clark County

against Las Vegas and several companies associated with the golf course.
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According to the lawsuit, the defendants “have openly sought to circumvent

the requirements of state law as well as the city code” to deprive interested

parties of notice and an opportunity to be heard.

“This conduct is just part of an overarching campaign to interfere with the

legal rights of the homeowners — adjoining property owners in the master-

planned development commonly known as Queensridge,” the document

alleges.

Las Vegas City Attorney Brad Jerbic could not be reached for comment

Thursday.

EHB Cos., which developed high-end retail center Tivoli Village, con rmed

in September that it had purchased the Badlands Golf Course in the west Las

Vegas Valley. The course is managed by Par 4 Golf Management Inc., the

company that closed the controversial sale of Silverstone Golf Club around

that time.

Yohan Lowie, CEO of EHB, wants to put up 3,000 multifamily housing units

along Rampart Boulevard, near Badlands’ eastern edge.

Named as defendants in the Queensridge homeowners’ lawsuit are three

limited liability companies that are “ultimately owned and controlled” by

Lowie through EHB: Fore Stars Ltd., 180 Land Co. and Seventy Acres.

Lowie could not be reached Thursday. Todd Davis, general counsel of EHB,

said through a spokesman that they do not comment on pending litigation.

According to the lawsuit, the William Peccole family developed Queensridge,

and the master plan “speci cally de ned the Badlands 18-hole golf course

as ood drainage in addition to satisfying the required open space

necessitated by the city for master-planned development.”
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“The William Peccole family knew that residential development would not

be feasible in the ood zone, but as a golf course could be used to enhance

the value of the surrounding residential lots.”

A nine-hole golf course was added in the ood zone in 1996.

Around March, according to the lawsuit, the then-principals of Fore Stars

sold their ownership interest in Badlands to Lowie and his a liates.

“Upon information and belief, the purpose of this acquisition was to acquire

the golf course property for the purpose of converting it to residential

development, including high density uses,” the document states.

The lawsuit claims Lowie and his companies “have sought to camou age

their plans so as to circumvent the legal rights of abutting homeowners.”

Part of their scheme involved having the Las Vegas Planning Department

propose an amendment to the city’s master plan, according to the lawsuit.

The proposal, which sought to eliminate the density cap on master-planned

communities throughout the city, was placed on the Sept. 8 Planning

Commission agenda.

“The involvement of Lowie’s companies and agents for them was intended

to be kept secret and never disclosed as part of that proposed amendment,”

the lawsuit alleges.

In late August, according to the complaint, Fore Stars led an application

with the city seeking to alter the golf course’s designation from park

recreation open space to planned community development.

“The defendants’ scheme unraveled at the September 8, 2015 Planning

Commission hearing when members of the Queensridge Homeowners

Association became aware of Fore Stars’ activities and sta ’s complicity in

it,” the lawsuit alleges.
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The proposed amendment was not approved, and Fore Stars withdrew its

August application.

“But, as the plainti s would learn, that was not the rst or the last time that

the city would cooperate with these developers to circumvent public

disclosure requirements,” the lawsuit alleges.

On June 18, according to the document, Fore Stars recorded a parcel map

with only the certi cation of Thomas Perrigo, the city’s planning director,

and without the public noti cation and process mandated by state law or the

city’s code.

After the parcel map’s unlawful recording, the lawsuit alleges, Fore Stars

used the property division outlined in the map to transfer property interests

to 180 Land Co. and from 180 Land Co. to Seventy Acres.

On Nov. 30, according to the lawsuit, Seventy Acres led an application with

the city Planning Department for a project named Orchestra Village. Its rst

phase consists of 17.5 acres on the corner of Alta Drive and Rampart and will

include up to 720 condominiums that will be rented as apartments for at

least six years.

Attorney Todd Bice, who represents the plainti s, said the city “seems to be

looking for pathways to get around the homeowners,” and he hopes the

litigation will uncover its reasons for doing so.

“This is the rst lawsuit to bring an end to that process,” he said. “I don’t

know whether it will be the last one.”

Binion, one of the plainti s, is the son of the late casino magnate Benny

Binion. Plainti s also include Robert and Nancy Peccole.

Silverstone Ranch homeowners also have been involved in litigation over

plans for the golf course in their community, near Floyd Lamb Park at Tule
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Springs in the northwest valley.

Homeowners led a lawsuit after the course’s new owner, Desert Lifestyles,

shut down the golf club and turned o  the water in early September. On

Wednesday, the company noti ed the plainti s that it had sold the golf

course the previous day to Stoneridge Parkway LLC.

Contact reporter Carri Geer Thevenot at cgeer@reviewjournal.com or 702-

384-8710. Find her on Twitter: @CarriGeer
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